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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 
STATE OF GEORGIA 

 
GEORGIA INTERFAITH POWER & ) 
LIGHT, INC.,    ) 
 )  
PARTNERSHIP FOR SOUTHERN ) 
EQUITY, INC. ) 
 ) 
and ) 
 ) 
GEORGIA WATCH, ) 
 )          Civil Action No. 2018CV301128 

Petitioners, ) 
 ) 
v.  ) 
 ) 
GEORGIA PUBLIC SERVICE ) 
COMMISSION )  
 ) 

Respondent, ) 
 ) 
and ) 
 ) 
GEORGIA POWER CO. ) 
 ) 

Respondent-Intervenor. ) 
 
 
GEORGIA INTERFAITH POWER & LIGHT, ET AL.’S JOINT MOTION FOR 
LEAVE TO CONDUCT LIMITED DISCOVERY OF THE GEORGIA PUBLIC 

SERVICE COMMISSION AND GEORGIA POWER CO. AND PRESENT 
EVIDENCE OF EX PARTE COMMUNCIATIONS, AND MEMORANDUM IN 

SUPPORT OF THIS JOINT MOTION  
 

 Petitioners Georgia Watch, Georgia Interfaith Power & Light (“GIPL”), and 

Partnership for Southern Equity (“PSE”) hereby jointly submit this motion and 

memorandum in support seeking leave to conduct limited discovery of the of the 

Georgia Public Service Commission and Georgia Power Company and to present 

evidence of ex parte communications to the Court. The Georgia Public Service 

Fulton County Superior Court
   ***EFILED***MH

Date: 5/11/2018 1:51 PM
Cathelene Robinson, Clerk
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Commission (“Commission”), the Respondent, engaged in improper ex parte 

communications, which are a form of procedural irregularity not shown in the 

existing record; as such, they can only be redressed by this Court as provided by the 

express language of the Georgia Administrative Procedure Act. See O.C.G.A. § 50-

13-19(g) (“In cases of alleged irregularities in procedure before the agency, not 

shown in the record, proof thereon may be taken in the court.”).1 See also Ga. Comp. 

R. & Regs. 515-2-1-.14 (“Proceedings before the Commission shall be open and 

transparent to all Parties and to the public.”). For the reasons set forth herein, the 

Court should permit limited discovery of the ex parte communications and hold a 

hearing at which Petitioners may present evidence of same.2  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 On December 21, 2017, the Georgia Public Service Commission 

(“Commission”) made one of its most controversial and consequential decisions in 

decades when it voted to continue burdening Georgia ratepayers with the expense 

(and untold future financial risk) of the Plant Vogtle nuclear expansion project. To 

                                                            
1 “The authorization to the superior court set forth in [§ 50-13-19(g)] to hear 
evidence relating to alleged irregularities in procedure before the agency that are 
not shown in the record is an exception to the principle that review by the superior 
court shall be confined to the record. . . .” N. Fulton Cmty.. Hosp., Inc. v. State 
Health Planning & Dev. Agency, 168 Ga. App. 801, 803 (1983) (citing Ga. Real 
Estate Comm’n. v. Burnette, 243 Ga. 516, 516 (1979) (quotations omitted)). 

2 Although this application is brought pursuant to the express provisions of section 
50-13-19(g), before filing this motion counsel for the Petitioners conferred in good 
faith (via phone conference and exchange of emails) with counsel for the 
Respondents. See Uniform Superior Court Rule 6.4(B). Unfortunately, the parties 
were unable to arrive at a mutually-agreeable solution, thus necessitating this 
Motion.  
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the benefit of Southern Company’s shareholders3 and the detriment of the Georgia 

ratepayers it theoretically represents, the Commission saddled ratepayers with this 

burden despite more than five years of delay, a near doubling of the original project 

cost, and uncontroverted testimony that Georgia Power Company (“Georgia Power”) 

stands to reap more than $5 billion in additional profit from the delays. The 

Commission’s decision followed one or more behind-closed-door meetings and secret 

emails between individual Commissioners and Georgia Power employees and 

representatives. Those meetings violated both the letter and spirit of the 

Commission’s own ex parte rule. The result was a final decision that rejected 

recommendations of the Commission’s own staff and adopted terms largely 

favorable to Georgia Power.  

 The above is the sum and substance of Count III of Petitioners’ respective 

petitions for review of the final decision. Petitioners allege that the Commission 

erred by refusing to observe its ex parte rule. The rule, which is procedural, takes 

effect once evidentiary hearings on a matter conclude. Thereafter, the 

Commissioners and their staff are forbidden to meet privately with any party. If 

any such meetings do occur, the Commission—or the party that engaged in ex parte 

communications—must give all other parties to the proceeding notice of the 

communications and an opportunity to respond. Adopted by the Commission in 

                                                            
3 Southern Company is Georgia Power Company’s parent company. The Plant 
Vogtle expansion project is, in part, being financed by Southern Company 
shareholders.  
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2007, the purpose of the ex parte rule is to restore and maintain the public’s 

confidence that decisions made by the Commission on ratepayers’ behalf are fair 

and based on what is said in an open and public hearing room and not messages 

exchanged secretly behind closed doors.4  

 Based on parties personally knowledgeable of the proceedings in and around 

the Commission’s Seventeenth Vogtle Construction Monitoring proceeding (“VCM 

17” or “17th VCM”), Petitioners have evidence supporting their prima facie 

contention that the rule was violated. See, generally, Affidavit of Jillian Kysor 

(“Kysor Aff.”) ¶¶ 7-12 (attached as Exhibit A) (staff attorney became aware of 

probable ex parte communications and procedural irregularities during VCM 17 

while representing GIPL and PSE); see also, generally, Affidavit of Elizabeth Coyle 

(“Coyle Aff.”) ¶¶ 2-3 (attached as Exhibit B) (personal knowledge regarding same as 

she “personally participated in the [VCM 17] proceeding before the Commission” in 

her capacity as Executive Director of Georgia Watch). Because the unlawful 

communications occurred in secret after the evidentiary hearings concluded, proof 

                                                            
4 When the Commission adopted the ex parte rule in 2007, former Commissioner 
Angela Speir, who introduced the rule, said “Prohibiting these ‘off the record’ 
conversations during the critical decision making phase of the process is of crucial 
importance to the integrity and fairness of the process. . . . I am optimistic that this 
rule will go a long way towards restoring the public’s confidence that the 
Commission’s decisions are fairly decided and are based on what was said in the 
open hearing room—not behind closed doors.” Press Release, Georgia Public Service 
Commission, Commissioner Speir’s Open Hearing Rule Adopted by Public Service 
Commission, (Aug. 21, 2007),  
available at http://www.psc.state.ga.us/pscinfo/bios/myviewson/speir/20070821-
as.pdf. The only commissioner to vote against the rule was Stan Wise, who chaired 
the proceedings at issue here.  
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of this procedural irregularity is not shown in the agency record filed with this 

Court.  

 Petitioners therefore seek leave to investigate through reasonable discovery 

in order to have the opportunity to present further evidence supporting their claim, 

as expressly authorized by the Georgia Administrative Procedure Act. O.C.G.A. 

§  50-13-19(g). Discovery under section 50-13-19(g) is the only way Petitioners could 

possibly have a fair opportunity to carry their legal burden.  

II. STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 

A. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 In the late winter and early spring of 2017, Westinghouse, the primary 

contractor for Plant Vogtle Units 3 and 4 and V.C. Summer, a related nuclear 

project in South Carolina, was limping into bankruptcy court, dragged under by its 

gross mismanagement of these sister nuclear construction projects and their fixed-

price contracts. Continuing the projects was not only financially devastating to 

Westinghouse, but also to its parent company Toshiba. By the summer of 2017, 

details of the problems plaguing the nuclear construction projects at Plant Vogtle 

and V.C. Summer could no longer be kept from public view.5 Like Georgia Power did 

                                                            
5 In bankruptcy proceedings filed by Westinghouse and its corporate parent, 
Toshiba, privies of the South Carolina utility companies accused Westinghouse and 
Toshiba of engaging in a deceptive “extend and pretend” scheme regarding the V.C. 
Summer Project, in which the contractors “abandoned the [V.C. Summer nuclear 
construction] Project long after they knew that they could never finish it on time or 
at the contract price, or anywhere close.” See In re Westinghouse Electric Company 
LLC et al., Chapter 11 No. 17-10751(MEW) Doc. No. 2055 at 9 (B.R. S.D.N.Y. Jan. 
2, 2018). “With no viable prospect for completing the Project—which they had 
blatantly mismanaged for years—[Westinghouse/Toshiba] demanded and received 
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for Plant Vogtle Units 3 and 4, the South Carolina utility companies contracted for 

the construction of two AP1000 nuclear power units for the V.C. Summer plant with 

Westinghouse/Toshiba. Unlike Georgia Power, however, the South Carolina utilities 

retained Bechtel Corp. to investigate and audit the repeated construction delays 

and cost overruns. In a report dated 2016 but not published until late summer of 

2017, Bechtel grimly catalogued Westinghouse’s bungling of the V.C. Summer 

nuclear construction project, foretelling the same problems that surfaced in the 

proceeding at issue in this case: the 17th VCM for Plant Vogtle Units 3 and 4.   

 When Georgia Power filed its 17th VCM Report on August 31, 2017, it hoped 

to avoid the level of scrutiny that a formal certificate amendment would require.6 

See R. at B2 (169459) at 6 (Georgia Power’s 17th VCM Report at 6, Docket No. 29849 

(Aug. 31, 2017)). Georgia Power hoped to avoid that heightened scrutiny by 

shoehorning the cost and risk issues it could no longer hide into VCM 17 despite its 

concession “that the conditions under which the Project was first certified have 

changed.” Id. at 8. Leaving nothing to the imagination, Georgia Power admitted 

further that, following Westinghouse’s bankruptcy, “[t]he risks that [Westinghouse] 

bore have been shifted to Georgians.” Id. (emphasis supplied). Recognizing “the 

realities that now exist after the Westinghouse . . . bankruptcy,” (id.), Georgia 

Power nevertheless “recommend[ed] that the Project be continued” (id.), despite the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
billions of dollars from the Owners and left them with nothing to show for their 
investment but two unfinished nuclear power plants that would cost billions more 
to complete.” Id.  
6 The process for securing regulatory approval to build new electricity generation 
units is known as “certification.” A certificate amendment is an amended 
application for certification in the event of project changes.  
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adoption of a new schedule with an “associated cost to complete of $9.45 billion (as 

of July 1, 2017).” Id. at 7. 

B. FACTS JUSTIFYING ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE 

 The VCM 17 proceeding was manipulated by the Commission to achieve a 

result that would benefit Georgia Power and result in a decision to approve 

continued construction of Plant Vogtle Units 3 and 4 despite the uncontrolled and 

ever-expanding risk and costs. From the outset of the VCM 17 proceeding, and even 

more apparent in hindsight, the scope of the proceeding was expanded improperly 

to include “approval” of the new risk, construction delays, and massive cost 

increases despite the fact that shoehorning such issues into a VCM violated Georgia 

law requiring re-certification.7 See O.C.G.A. § 46-3A-5 (governing resource 

certifications and certificate amendments); O.C.G.A. § 46-3A-6 (granting the 

Commission authority to reexamine resource certifications and modify or revoke as 

needed); Ga. Comp. R & Regs. 515-3-4-.08(1)(a) & (b) (defining circumstances that 

require a utility to seek an amendment to a resource certification). Unlike prior 

proceedings to evaluate ongoing construction costs of Units 3 and 4, VCM 17 

“expressly considered whether to continue the Vogtle expansion despite a near 

                                                            
7 The Georgia Integrated Resource Planning statute outlines the process for a 
utility seeking an amendment to a certificate. See O.C.G.A. § 46-3A-5. The 
Commission’s regulations define the trigger points for when a utility is required to 
submit an amended application for certification: 

(a) The construction schedule has significantly changed; 
(b) The total cost estimate has been revised such that the costs are over the 

estimates in the approved certificate by more than five percent or some 
other variation tolerance as specified by the Commission in the approved 
certificate. 

Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 515-3-4-.08(1)(a) & (b). 
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doubling of the original project cost and more than five years of delay to the 

construction schedule.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 3; see also id. at ¶ 6 (Chairman Stan Wise 

moved to amend the proceeding to include the issue of Vogtle’s additional cost and 

scheduling issues, “effectively open[ing] the door to continue building the Units at 

double the original cost and over an additional five years [of delay]”). “The inclusion 

of this weighty question into an otherwise routine construction monitoring 

proceeding created an unlevel playing field resulting in a Commission Order that 

advantaged Georgia Power Company and its shareholders while shifting undue 

burden and financial risks onto Georgia consumers.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 4.   

 Coupled with this procedural irregularity regarding VCM 17’s scope were 

public statements by Commissioners flaunting favoritism of Georgia Power’s 

positions in ways both suspicious and ostentatious. Before the hearings even began, 

Commission Chairman Wise and Vice Chairman Tim Echols made statements that 

“foreclosed all but one option: complet[ing] both reactors,” as recommended by 

Georgia Power. Coyle Aff. ¶ 5. For example, even before the first witness was sworn, 

Chairman Wise declared himself “an unabashed supporter of nuclear power.” Coyle 

Aff. ¶ 8. In a press release from his own office, Vice Chairman Echols promoted an 

editorial he authored for the Wall Street Journal wherein, despite the estimated 

price tag for the Vogtle Units almost doubling, “Commissioner Echols appeared to 

commit himself to vote for continued construction of the Vogtle Units months before 

the Administrative Session where the votes would actually be cast.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 12. 

These statements suggested prejudgment and bent-of-mind in favor of Georgia 
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Power’s position even before hearing the first word of testimony. Coyle Aff. ¶ 5 

(“public statements made by at least two of the Commissioners before the hearings 

even started show that they had already made up their minds.”). 

 The 17th VCM “was a mere charade en route to a predetermined result.” 

Coyle Aff. ¶ 13. Ultimately, “the Commissioners elected to ignore the 

recommendation of their own Advisory Staff, which was to approve continuation of 

the project only on terms that made economic sense for ratepayers.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 14. 

Facing the dissent of the Commission’s Public Interest Advocacy Staff, the 

Commissioners “cut[ ] short the proceeding to force a vote just days before 

Christmas and, apparently, engag[ed] in ex parte communications to fashion a final 

order acceptable to Georgia Power.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 5.  

 Just days before the second round of testimony, where witnesses for the 

Commission Advocacy Staff and Intervenors would testify in opposition to the 

project, Chairman Wise led the Commission to suddenly shorten the proceeding, 

lopping more than forty days off the time period previously scheduled for 

deliberation. Coyle Aff. ¶ 13. Wise declared the hearings would conclude following 

testimony from Commission Advocacy Staff and Intervenors, and the Commission 

would issue a final decision a mere eight days later. Coyle Aff. ¶ 13. At the 

December 21, 2017 Special Administrative Session, the Commissioners would take 

their final vote.   

 At that December 21st Session, following final arguments by the parties, Vice 

Chairman Echols abruptly “unveiled a seven-page, 16-point motion that approved 
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continuing the project according to Georgia Power’s revised cost estimate and 

schedule.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 14. This motion included terms “benefitting Georgia Power 

that had not been litigated at any point during the [VCM 17] proceeding,” (Coyle 

Aff. ¶ 14), including a move to place Unit 3 completely on the backs of ratepayers 

earlier than allowed under the original certification. Id. Not only were these new 

provisions never the subject of any testimony or exhibit put into evidence before the 

Commission in VCM 17, they covered a topic that the Commission itself—in its own 

Procedural and Scheduling Order—“had expressly stated would not be addressed” 

in VCM 17. Coyle Aff. ¶ 14 (emphasis supplied).8 Notwithstanding these items had 

never been part of the 17th VCM, Georgia Power ratified these terms immediately, 

and without seeking any additional time for study, stated that these terms would be 

sufficient to allow the project to continue. Kysor Aff. ¶ 10; Coyle Aff. ¶ 17.9  

 In a press conference immediately following the final vote, Chairman Wise 

boasted that “I never had the intention of any other vote today.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 18. 

Vice Chairman Echols all but confessed to having negotiated directly with Georgia 

                                                            
8 Decoupling Units 3 and 4 to place Unit 3 in the rate base prior to the completion of 
both Units was a concession that Georgia Power unsuccessfully sought from 
Commission Staff during settlement discussions while the hearings were ongoing. 
Coyle Aff. ¶ 15. Apparently, Georgia Power simply went directly to the 
Commissioners and, through ex parte communications, got what it wanted. See 
Coyle Aff. ¶ 15 (quoting Email from Georgia Power attorney Kevin Greene to 
Commission Staff, saying “Given our differing views of reasonableness, we believe 
that this question [regarding decoupling] should be decided by the Commissioners. . 
. . In the end, they are the only ones whose view of reasonableness really matters.”). 
  
9 “[Georgia Power’s attorney’s] ready assent to Commissioner Echols’ lengthy 
motion suggested that Georgia Power had prior knowledge of its terms.” Kysor Aff. 
¶ 10. This prior knowledge strongly suggested that ex parte communications had in 
fact occurred.  
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Power ex parte. Coyle Aff. ¶ 18 (asked at the press conference about discussions 

with Georgia Power, Echols responded “ultimately, they were read in and gave 

feedback”); Kysor Aff. ¶ 11. That same day an op-ed article—obviously planned and 

drafted beforehand—was posted online by the Atlanta Business Chronicle wherein 

Commissioner Echols and his colleague Commissioner Chuck Eaton defended their 

vote to continue Vogtle’s expansion even at a near-doubled price tag. Coyle Aff. ¶ 19.  

 In the weeks following the vote, and given the reasonable suspicions of ex 

parte dealing provoked by the conduct and statements of the Commissioners, public 

records were sought pursuant to the Georgia Open Records Act (“GORA”). Kysor 

Aff. ¶¶ 12, 13. Requests for visitor sign-in logs at the Commission revealed that 

Georgia Power’s Vice President of Regulatory Affairs visited the Commission 

building for several hours the day after hearings in VCM 17 concluded. Kysor Aff. ¶ 

13 (Kyle Leach “signed in at 8:00 a.m. and out at 11:30 a.m.”). A few days later, the 

same V.P. of Regulatory Affairs, along with Georgia Power’s attorney in VCM 17, 

signed in to the Commission at 1:20 p.m. and were not recorded signing out. Kysor 

Aff. ¶ 13. On December 21, 2017, records obtained under GORA showed Georgia 

Power’s V.P. of Regulatory Affairs signing in to the Commission building at 7:17 

that morning (Kysor Aff. ¶ 13), mere hours before Echols would unveil his motion 

disposing of and settling VCM 17 (Kysor Aff. ¶ 22).   

 What was omitted from the Commission’s GORA response were various 

emails sent by Commissioners’ personal email accounts, including substantive 

email communications sent to Commissioners Eaton’s and McDonald’s personal 
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email accounts. Kysor Aff. ¶ 18 (we received emails sent from Commissioner Echols 

to Commissioners Eaton’s and Lauren “Bubba” McDonald’s personal accounts, but 

received no production from either of the latter Commissioners’ personal accounts). 

In addition, the Commission failed to produce “certain email exchanges between 

Commissioners and representatives of Georgia Power and/or Southern Company, as 

confirmed by subsequent press reports.” Kysor Aff. ¶ 19.  

 Among the email correspondence withheld from Petitioners (but apparently 

obtained by other third parties under GORA) were email exchanges between Vice 

Chairman Echols and the Chief Executive Officer of Georgia Power, Paul Bowers, 

discussing the Commission’s final decision in VCM 17 in which Commissioner 

Echols (from his personal email account), writes: “Paul, not to get ahead of 

ourselves, but when we cut the ribbon on Unit 3, I want to see the President of the 

United States holding the scissors, and you and me on each side of him. Deal?” 

Kysor Aff. ¶ 19. Georgia Power’s CEO responded, “Deal!!” Id. Other responsive 

documents obtained by third parties—and withheld from Petitioners’ GORA 

response—included emails between Vice Chairman Echols and Mr. Leach, Georgia 

Power’s aforementioned V.P. of Regulatory Affairs, in which it appears the motion 

ostensibly presented by Commissioner Echols on December 21 was being circulated 

ex parte to Georgia Power’s Leach as early as December 13, 2017, just a few hours 

after the evidentiary hearings in VCM 17 concluded. See Kysor Aff. ¶ 21.   

 Based upon these facts, a reasonable person would conclude “that the 

Commission was biased in favor of Georgia Power Company’s preferred disposition 
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of VCM 17 even before VCM 17 formally began and notwithstanding opposition to 

[Georgia Power’s] positions not only of the Public Interest Advocacy Staff, but of the 

Commission’s own Advisory Staff.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 21; see also Kysor Aff. ¶ 22 

(describing emails between Vice Chairman Echols and other commissioners 

reporting “I had hoped to get [Georgia Power’s return on equity] down to 8.0 [%] but 

couldn’t work it out,” suggesting Echols directly negotiated with Georgia Power ex 

parte). In service of this bias, the commissioners employed ex parte communications 

to accomplish their predetermined ends. Coyle Aff. ¶ 21. “By conferring ex parte, it 

appears the Commission and Georgia Power Company collaborated to, first, 

negotiate in secret and, second, coordinate their public relations efforts to defend 

their secret disposition of VCM 17 while maintaining the illusion that the 

Commission was working on behalf of ratepayers.” Id.  

III. ARGUMENT AND CITATION OF AUTHORITY 

 “[D]iscovery is warranted to uncover the full nature and extent of . . . 

apparently improper ex parte communications,” which tainted VCM 17 and 

“produced such an unfavorable result for Georgia Power customers.” Coyle Aff. ¶ 21. 

While the Georgia Administrative Procedure Act generally confines judicial review 

of an agency decision to the record made before the agency, an exception is made 

when a party alleges that irregularities were committed in the proceedings. 

O.C.G.A. § 50-13-19(g). In those cases, the Court may hear evidence of the 

irregularities and must remand to the agency if additional findings are required. 

Id.; see also Ga. Pub. Serv. Comm’n v. S. Bell, 254 Ga. 244, 246 (1985). “In deciding 
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whether or not procedural irregularities occurred, and, if so, whether they were 

prejudicial to any party’s rights, the superior court renders judgment without a 

jury.” N. Fulton Cmty. Hosp., Inc. v. State Health Planning & Dev. Agency, 168 Ga. 

App. 801, 805 (1983).   

In N. Fulton Cmty. Hosp., Inc. v. State Health Planning & Dev. Agency, the 

Fulton County Superior Court allowed an appellant to conduct discovery and 

present evidence regarding ex parte communications between an assistant attorney 

general for the state and the chairman of the State Health Planning Review Board. 

Id. at 803. The Court considered deposition evidence, interrogatory documents, and 

documents produced in discovery requests, and conducted a day-long hearing that 

included testimony by the board chairman and the assistant attorney general.10 Id. 

In instances where the Court has disallowed additional evidence to prove a 

procedural irregularity, it did so because the appellant failed to raise the issue 

before the state agency as required under § 50-13-19(c). E.g., Ga. Power Co. v. Ga. 

Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 196 Ga. App. 572, 573 (1990) (affirming the lower court’s 

decision not to consider allegations of improper ex parte communications because 

petitioner did not raise it in its motion for reconsideration or in the proceedings).  

Here, Petitioners did properly raise the issue below before the Public Service 

Commission, preserving it for action by the Court. R. at V3 (170495) (Tr. at 1858-

                                                            
10 The Georgia Court of Appeals ultimately determined the ex parte contacts 
between the board chairman and the assistant attorney general did not violate the 
board’s regulations and were not improper based on the nature of the assistant 
attorney general’s dual representation of state interests and the administrative 
body. Id. at 807–810. Further, the Court found the contacts “did not undermine the 
fairness of the overall proceedings.” Id. at 809. 
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59), W3 (170499), K4 at 1 (170855). GIPL and PSE filed a letter of objection on the 

issue with the Commission prior to the conclusion of the hearings, and Georgia 

Watch raised the issue in its motion for reconsideration. Id. 

Petitioners allege a procedural irregularity in the Commission’s 

interpretation and violation of Rule 515-2-1-.14(2), the Commission’s own rule 

barring ex parte communications. The rule was intended to ensure that the 

Commission’s decisions are based on information shared in open hearings and not 

behind-closed-doors discussions with only one party.  

The Commission was bound by its regulation restricting ex parte contacts.  

Georgia law limits the extent to which a state agency, like the Commission, may 

waive its own regulations. O.C.G.A. § 50-13-9.1. Where those regulations bind the 

Commission itself, Georgia law forbids the Commission from granting variances or 

waivers in favor of itself. O.C.G.A. § 50-13-9.1(g) (“Nothing in this Code section 

shall authorize an agency to grant variances or waivers to any statutes or to the 

agency itself or any other agency.”); see also O.C.G.A. § 50-13-9.1(i) (requiring any 

waivers that were granted “be reported to the General Assembly within the first ten 

days of the next session,” something the Commission indisputably did not do).   

Nor could the Commission deliberately evade its ex parte restriction by 

indirect procedural maneuvers. When pressed as to “whether the Commission’s ex 

parte rule would take effect upon conclusion of the Staff/Intervenor hearings,” 

Chairman Wise preliminarily signaled that was “probably correct.” See, e.g., Kysor 

Aff. ¶ 7. However, when pressed again on the issue the following day, Chairman 
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Wise took a different position, claiming that “because Georgia Power reserved the 

right to file rebuttal testimony in the event the Commission did not make a 

substantive decision on December 21st,” ex parte communications would be 

permitted. Id. at ¶ 8. Georgia Power never did actually file additional testimony 

and, upon information and belief, this procedural ruse was merely a pretext to allow 

otherwise prohibited ex parte communications between the Commission and 

Georgia Power. In fact, the Commission’s December 11th order modifying the 

schedule plainly stated that “the Commission will render a decision in this docket” 

on December 21, 2017. R. at S3 (170469) (emphasis added).  

“What the executive branch cannot do directly, it cannot do indirectly.” 

Perdue v. Baker, 277 Ga. 1, 14 (2003). The Commission may claim that, by leaving 

the status of the hearings in limbo as to whether it would or would not hear 

evidence, it avoided the ex parte restriction from being triggered. This argument 

goes too far. If the Commission, by duplicitous gamesmanship, could so easily evade 

its own rule against ex parte communications, the effect on public confidence in the 

integrity of the Commission’s decisions would be corrosive. “Thus, even though the 

[Commission] generally has the power and authority to control [its hearings], it 

cannot exercise this power in order to prevent the execution of a law.” See id. 

 Although it is clear that ex parte communications did occur, important 

details regarding those communications are not apparent. This is not surprising 

considering that the communications occurred in private. Limited discovery is 

needed to supply those details, and in particular, to show why the communications 
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were sufficiently egregious to warrant the relief Petitioners ultimately seek on 

Count III of their petitions: reversal of the Commission’s final decision because it 

was made upon unlawful procedure; is arbitrary and capricious; an abuse of 

discretion; and was affected by other errors of law. See O.C.G.A. § 50-13-19(h)(3), (4) 

& (6). 

 Georgia law has not spoken clearly to this issue, however it is expected that 

the Commission and Georgia Power may argue the law should not presume 

automatically that ex parte contacts “prejudiced” the proceedings below. See, e.g., 

Hammack v. Pub. Util. Comm’n of Texas, 131 S.E.3d 713, 732 (Tex. App. 2004) 

(“absent a showing that the communications fell within the prohibition against 

introducing off-record facts and absent a showing the Commission’s minds were 

‘irrevocably closed’ against them, appellants have not shown a denial of due 

process”); see also Prof’l Air Traffic Controllers Org. v. Fed. Labor Relations Auth., 

685 F.2d 547, 564 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“a court must consider whether, as a result of 

improper ex parte communications, the agency’s decisionmaking process was 

irrevocably tainted so as to make the ultimate judgment of the agency unfair, either 

to an innocent party or to the public interest that the agency was obliged to 

protect”).  

 In making a determination of whether the ex parte communications “tainted” 

the public interest the Commission was charged with protecting, this Court may 

weigh a number of considerations, such as (1) “the gravity of the ex parte 

communications”; (2) “whether the contacts may have influenced the agency’s 
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ultimate decision”; (3) “whether the party making the improper contacts benefitted 

from the agency’s ultimate decision”; (4) “whether the contents of the 

communications were unknown to opposing parties, who therefore had no 

opportunity to respond”; and (5) “whether vacation of the agency’s decision and 

remand for new proceedings would serve a useful purpose.” Prof’l Air Traffic 

Controllers Org. 685 F.2d at 565.   

 Only this Court can ensure sufficient evidence is brought to light before it 

decides on whether ex parte communications tainted the proceedings below. This 

Court essentially is confronted with two choices: (1) ensure Petitioners a fair 

opportunity to adduce evidence through discovery so that the ex parte contacts may 

be investigated before deciding whether they rise to the level of requiring reversal; 

or (2) deny or restrict discovery, thereby all but ensuring the public never uncovers 

the extent to which these improper ex parte contacts influenced a grave decision 

that will impact Georgia ratepayers for decades. Because of the furtive conduct of 

the Commission and Georgia Power, Petitioners were prevented from developing 

such evidence in the proceedings below. Further, and given the circumstances, it 

would be naïve and unreasonable to expect the Commission and Georgia Power 

could be trusted to develop such evidence against themselves in the absence of 

orders from this Court compelling it.   

 The obvious reason the Administrative Procedure Act guarantees discovery in 

the event of “procedural irregularities” is to empower this Court to safeguard the 

integrity of the Commission’s proceedings. There could scarcely be a more 
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compelling argument for the exercise of this Court’s authority under subsections (g) 

and (h) of section 50-13-19 than the devious way VCM 17 was apparently 

engineered by the Commission, facilitated by ex parte communications, to produce 

the outcome desired by Georgia Power.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons foregoing, Petitioners ask that the Court entertain a 

scheduling conference for purposes of hearing argument on this motion and, 

thereby, enter a reasonable scheduling order facilitating: 

(1) reasonable discovery pursuant to the procedures of the Civil Practice Act 

fit for complex litigation; 

(2) for a period of approximately four (4) months; and 

(3) with a preliminary briefing schedule to follow thereafter to entertain 

relief on the Petitions for Judicial Review. 

Respectfully submitted this 11th day of May, 2018. 

BARNES LAW GROUP, LLC 

/s/John F. Salter  
ROY E. BARNES  
Georgia Bar No. 039000 
JOHN F. SALTER 
Georgia Bar No. 623325 

 
BARNES LAW GROUP, LLC 
31 Atlanta Street  
Marietta, Georgia 30060 
(770) 419-8505 
(770) 590-8958 
roy@barneslawgroup.com 
john@barneslawgroup.com 
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SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL  
LAW CENTER 

 
       /s/Kurt Ebersbach_ 
       Kurt Ebersbach 
       Georgia Bar No. 238213 
       Jillian Kysor 
       Georgia Bar No. 638950 
       Stacy Shelton 
       Georgia Bar No. 623453 
        
 
 
SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAW CENTER 
10 10th St., Suite 1050 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 
(404) 521-9900 
kebersbach@selcga.org  
jkysor@selcga.org 
sshelton@selcga.org 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I hereby certify that I have electronically filed GEORGIA INTERFAITH 

POWER & LIGHT, ET AL.’S JOINT MOTION FOR LEAVE TO CONDUCT 

LIMITED DISCOVERY OF THE GEORGIA PUBLIC SERVICE 

COMMISSION AND GEORGIA POWER CO. AND PRESENT EVIDENCE OF 

EX PARTE COMMUNCIATIONS, AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 

THIS JOINT MOTION via Odyssey eFileGa, through the means of which 

electronic service will be properly made to all counsel of record. 

 Respectfully submitted this 11th day of May, 2018. 

 

SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL  
LAW CENTER 

 
       /s/Kurt Ebersbach_ 
       Kurt Ebersbach 
       Georgia Bar No. 238213 
       Jillian Kysor 
       Georgia Bar No. 638950 
       Stacy Shelton 
       Georgia Bar No. 623453 
        
 
SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAW CENTER 
10 10th St., Suite 1050 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 
(404) 521-9900 
kebersbach@selcga.org  
jkysor@selcga.org 
sshelton@selcga.org 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 
STATE OF GEORGIA 

GEORGIA INTERFAITH POWER & ) 
LIGHT, INC.,    ) 
 )  
PARTNERSHIP FOR SOUTHERN ) 
EQUITY, INC. ) 
 ) 
and ) 
 ) 
GEORGIA WATCH, ) 
 )          Civil Action No. 2018CV301128 

Petitioners, ) 
 ) 
v.  ) 
 ) 
GEORGIA PUBLIC SERVICE ) 
COMMISSION )  
 ) 

Respondent, ) 
 ) 
and ) 
 ) 
GEORGIA POWER CO. ) 
 ) 

Respondent-Intervenor. ) 

AFFIDAVIT OF JILLIAN KYSOR 

STATE OF GEORGIA 

FULTON COUNTY 

 Now appeared before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, Jillian Kysor, 

who after first being duly sworn under oath stated as follows:
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1. 

 My name is Jillian Kysor. I am over the age of eighteen, under no disability, and I am 

competent in all respects to give the testimony set forth herein.  I have personal knowledge of the 

matters stated herein. 

2.

I am a staff attorney at the Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC) located at Ten 

10th St., Suite 1050, Atlanta, Georgia 30309. I have been employed by SELC since 2015.  

3.

Along with my colleagues Kurt Ebersbach and Stacy Shelton, I was counsel for Georgia 

Interfaith Power & Light and Partnership for Southern Equity in the proceeding before the 

Georgia Public Service Commission (“Commission”) to determine whether to approve and find 

reasonable the revised cost and schedule estimate for the construction of two new nuclear units, 

Units 3 and 4, at Georgia Power Company’s Plant Vogtle near Augusta, Georgia. The 

proceeding occurred as part of the Seventeenth Semi-Annual Vogtle Construction Monitoring 

proceeding, Docket No. 29849 (hereinafter, “Vogtle proceeding”).  

4.

 The Vogtle proceeding was initiated by Georgia Power’s filing, on August 31, 2017, of 

its Seventeenth Semi-Annual Construction Monitoring Report, which included the utility’s 

recommendation to continue the project under the revised cost estimate and schedule. Soon after, 

the Commission entered a Procedural and Scheduling Order (“PSO”) outlining the issues for 

determination and setting a schedule for hearings and a final decision by the Commission.  
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5.

The schedule established by the PSO called for hearings on Georgia Power’s direct case 

(where we and other intervenors could cross-examine Georgia Power’s witnesses) on November 

7-9, 2017. These would be followed by hearings on the Commission Advocacy Staff and 

intervenor cases (where Georgia Power and others could cross-examine witnesses for those 

parties) on December 11-14, 2017. Georgia Power would then have the right to return and 

present rebuttal testimony on January 8-10, 2018. The parties would submit post-hearing briefs 

by January 19, 2018, and the Commission would render a final decision on February 6, 2018.

6.

On December 11, 2017, at the outset of hearings on Commission Staff/Intervenor

testimony, Chairman Stan Wise proposed amending the PSO to expedite the Vogtle proceeding. 

The proposed scheduling change followed correspondence between Chairman Wise and Georgia 

Power CEO Paul Bowers regarding possible ratepayer benefits flowing from tax law changes 

then under consideration in the United States Congress. The claimed benefits would occur if a 

decision to abandon the Vogtle project came before year’s end. Under Chairman Wise’s 

proposal, the Commission would render its final decision on December 21, 2017 instead of 

February 6, 2018.  No Commissioner objected to Chairman Wise’s proposal and an order giving 

it effect (as an amended PSO) was issued later that day.

7.

That same afternoon one of the parties inquired whether the Commission’s ex parte rule 

would take effect upon conclusion of the Staff/Intervenor hearings given that, under the amended 

PSO, those hearings would now be the last hearings before the final decision. (Tr. 1620-21). 

Chairman Wise responded that the Commission would have its legal staff consider the question 
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and provide a response. (Tr. 1621). Commissioner Wise added, “you’re probably correct where 

you’re going.”  (Id.).

8.

The following day, December 12, 2017, my co-counsel Mr. Ebersbach inquired of 

Chairman Wise whether the Commission had an answer to the question about the ex parte rule. 

(Tr. 1858-59). Chairman Wise responded that because Georgia Power reserved the right to file 

rebuttal testimony in the event the Commission did not make a substantive decision on 

December 21st, and the hearing dates on the Company’s rebuttal testimony would, in that event, 

occur on January 8th, 9th, and 10th, the Commission would “keep the record open” (i.e. freely 

allow ex parte communications) “at least until the 10th of January.”  (Tr. 1859).   

9.

The hearings concluded on the afternoon of December 13, 2017. The following day, 

SELC, on behalf of Georgia Interfaith Power & Light and Partnership for Southern Equity, filed 

a letter of objection to the Commission’s interpretation of the ex parte rule. Our letter argued that 

because the ex parte rule takes effect once hearings on a matter conclude, the Commission was 

bound to observe it in the days leading up to its final decision. Our letter also disputed the 

Commission’s purported rationale for declining enforce the rule given the language of the 

amended PSO, which stated that on December 21st, “the Commission will render a decision in 

this docket.” (emphasis added).   

10.

 I was present during the Administrative Session on December 21, 2017 when the 

Commission voted to continue the Vogtle project, and to approve the revised cost estimate and 
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schedule as “reasonable” under the terms of a motion put forward by Commissioner Echols, as 

amended. (R. at W4 at 29.) Immediately following the vote, Chairman Wise asked Georgia 

Power’s counsel, Kevin Greene, whether Georgia Power could agree to move forward with the 

Vogtle expansion project under the terms detailed in the Commission’s decision. (Id. at 30-31.) 

Mr. Greene indicated that he had authority from Georgia Power to agree to the conditions 

imposed by the Commission’s decision and that they would move forward with the project. (Id.

at 31.) Mr. Greene’s ready assent to Commissioner Echols’ lengthy motion suggested that 

Georgia Power had prior knowledge of its terms.  

11.

In media coverage following the decision Commissioner Echols was quoted as saying 

that while he did not want to get into details about his interaction with Georgia Power over the 

conditions contained in his motion, “Ultimately, they were read in and gave feedback” on those 

restrictions. (Exhibits 1 and 2). This statement appeared to suggest to us that ex parte 

communications between one or more of the Commissioners and Georgia Power (and/or its 

representatives) had occurred between the final hearing date on December 13, 2017 and the 

Commission’s final decision eight days later.

12.

 Given these revelations, I submitted two requests under the Georgia’s Open Records Act 

for documents relevant to our concerns about potential ex parte communications concerning the 

Commission’s decision in the Vogtle proceeding. (Exhibits 3 and 4).  
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13.

First, on January 5, 2018, I submitted an Open Records Act request to the Georgia 

Department of Public Safety seeking visitor sign-in logs for 244 Washington Street, the building 

that houses the Public Service Commission, for the time period spanning December 14, 2017 

through January 5, 2018. (Exhibit 3). The request sought visitor sign-in logs detailing when 

parties to the Vogtle proceeding (or their representatives) may have entered and exited the 

building. I received a timely and complete response. The produced logs showed that on 

December 14, 2017, the day after the hearings concluded, Georgia Power’s Vice President of 

Regulatory Affairs, Kyle Leach, signed in at 8:00 a.m. and out at 11:30 a.m. Georgia Power’s 

counsel, Mr. Greene, signed in at 9:25 a.m. and out at 11:30 a.m. (Exhibit 5). On December 18, 

2017, both Mr. Leach and Mr. Greene signed in at 1:20 p.m. and did not sign out. (Exhibit 5). On 

December 21, 2018, the date of the final decision, Mr. Leach signed in at 7:17 a.m. (Exhibit 5).  

14.

Second, on January 10, 2018, I submitted an Open Records Act request to the 

Commission seeking documents sent and/or received by Commissioners beginning December 

14, 2017 and ending January 10, 2018, discussing the Vogtle proceeding and impending 

decision, including communications regarding the Commission’s decision, settlement, and 

positions of the parties. (Exhibit 4).  

15.

On January 19, 2018, I received six emails containing responsive information from 

Commission Staff Attorney, Philip Smith.  
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16.

 On January 25, 2018, I emailed Mr. Smith to confirm that I had received all responsive 

documents (Exhibit 6).  Mr. Smith responded later that day saying he believed he had sent me a 

complete response. He stated that he would confirm all responsive documents had been sent and 

forward anything that had been missed. (Exhibit 7). I received no further responses or documents 

from Mr. Smith or anyone else at the Commission.   

17.

The records produced by the Commission indicate there were communications between 

Commissioners and Georgia Power regarding the Vogtle proceeding and decision during the 

relevant time span (December 14, 2017 through January 10, 2018). For example, I received a 

December 14, 2017 email from Commissioner Echols to Mr. Leach, forwarding a public 

comment expressing concerns with the Vogtle project and Commissioner Echols’s response to 

that comment. (Exhibit 8). In addition, I received a December 21, 2017 email exchange between 

Commissioner Echols and an individual using an email address for Southern Company—Georgia 

Power’s parent company. In it the Southern Company employee urges Commissioner Echols and 

the Commission to support moving forward with the project. The exchange includes a response 

from Commissioner Echols later the same day, after the final vote. (Exhibit 9).

18.

It has since become apparent that the response I received from the Commission was not 

complete. First, based on my review of the records received, I believe that at least two 

Commissioners did not produce responsive information sent to, and perhaps from, their personal 

email accounts. Specifically, the records show that Commissioner Echols sent substantive 

communications regarding the Vogtle proceeding and decision to Commissioners Eaton and 
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McDonald at their personal email accounts: ceatonjr@gmail.com and bubbapsc@gmail.com.

(See e.g., Exhibits 10 and 11). Those communications are reflected in emails sent by 

Commissioner Echols from both his government email address (techols@psc.state.ga.us) and a 

personal gmail address (timothyechols@gmail.com), which were produced in response to our 

GORA request. However, the documents produced to us did not include any communications 

sent or received by Commissioners Eaton or McDonald through their personal email addresses. 

The only responsive records from those Commissioners were emails sent to and received from 

their government email addresses.  

19.

 In addition, the Commission did not produce to us certain email exchanges between 

Commissioners and representatives of Georgia Power and/or Southern Company, as confirmed 

by subsequent press reports. On March 6, 2018, Molly Samuel with WABE published a story 

that included quotes from a December 21, 2018 email exchange between Commissioner Echols 

and the CEO of Georgia Power, Mr. Paul Bowers discussing the final decision just rendered by 

the Commission based on Commissioner Echols’ motion. (Exhibit 12). The exchange started 

with an email by Commissioner Echols (again from his gmail account). It states: “Paul, not to get 

ahead of ourselves, but when we cut the ribbon for Unit 3, I want to see the President of the 

United States holding the scissors, and you and me on each side of him.  Deal?”  To which Mr. 

Bowers replies: “Deal!!” 

20.

The same email exchange between Commissioner Echols and Mr. Bowers was apparently 

produced to a group known as the Energy & Policy Institute in response to that group’s Georgia 
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Open Records Act request. The Energy & Policy Institute published a blog post linking to the 

email exchange on March 7, 2018. (Exhibit 13). The email exchange was clearly responsive to 

my records request. It fell within the relevant timeframe and involved communications between a 

commissioner and a party about the final decision in the Vogtle proceeding.  Nevertheless, the 

Commission did not produce these emails to us.  

21.

The Energy & Policy Institute blog post linked other emails, such as an email from 

Commissioner Echols to Georgia Power’s VP of Regulatory Affairs, Mr. Leach, with “please 

print” as its subject line. The email was sent on December 13, 2017, at 4:16 p.m., less than two 

hours after the hearings concluded. The attachment, for which the print request was made, is 

titled “29849 Echols Motion.doc.docx.”  (Exhibit 14).

22.

Emails produced by the Commission show that Commissioner Echols shared multiple 

versions of his motion with his colleagues. He sent a draft version on December 13, 2017 after 

hearings concluded and proposed final version on the morning of the final vote. (Exhibits 10 and 

15). In the email forwarding the final version, Commissioner Echols wrote: “Commissioners, 

here is the final motion correcting one typo. Please use this version. I had hoped to get [Georgia 

Power Company’s return on equity] down to 8.0 [%] but couldn’t work it out. I have included 

my rationale on this copy.” Commissioner Echols sent this motion December 21st at 8:17 a.m., 

approximately an hour after the sign-in logs show Mr. Leach signed in.    



23. 

My review of the two versions of Commissioner Echols ' motion revealed at least two 

substantive differences: (I ) the reduction in Georgia Power' s profits was lessened in the 

December 2 1, 20 17 version and (2) the final version contained a provision allowing Georgia 

Power to put capital costs of Uni t 3 into rate base ahead of Unit 4 ' s completion. (Exhibits l 0 and 

15). Both changes from the December 13111 draft to the December 2151 final version financially 

benefit Georgia Power and increase costs for its customers. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me 
This )l,t~ day of May. 20 18. 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

10 
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Georgia Public Service Commission vote allows 
Plant Vogtle to proceed 
By Tom Corwin 
@lllLSCimed 
Posted Dec 21, 2017 at 9:00 AM 

ATLANTA - In a historic decision Thursday, the Georgia Public.Service 

Commission unanimously voted to allow Georgia Power Co. and its partners to 

continue two new nuclear reactors at Plant Vogtle, a decision that affects billions 

of dollars, thousands of jobs and millions of customers. 

The PSC, however, also penalized the company by $1.7 billion in what it can 

collect in the future from ratepayers. 

Chairman Stan 'Wise .said it Was a "tough decision" but ultimately the right one to 

continue the project. 

"History over time ·will show that we were corre.ct," he said. 

GeoJ;gia Power wanted to continue the project but at an increased cost of $12.2 

billion and a delay of roughly 29 months to 2021 and 2022, respectively, for the 

two reactors to come online, ·which it had aske.d the PSC to consider reasonable. 

The cost of canceling would have been between $730 million and $760 million, 

with Georgia Power paying $330 million to $350 million. Georgia Power is a 
45.7 percent owner in the project, and the total capital cost would be $19 billion. 

The financing cost for the other owners - Oglethorpe Power, MEAG Power and 

Dalton Utilities - is not publicly r~pQrted to the Public Service Commission. 

Vice Chairman Tim Echols made the lengthy motion to approve the capital cost 

of the project at $7.3 billion, the company's capital request minus a $1.7 billion 

payment that Georgia Power received through the former contractor on the 

project. That motion also reduced what the company can collect from Tatepayers 

for the project beginning in 2021 that amounts to about Sl.7 billion. 
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Georgia Power attorney Kevin Greene said the company and its partners had 

discussed the possibility that the approval would come with conditions and 

would accept that. Although Echols said he did not want to get into details about 

his interaction with Georgia Power over the new conditions, he added, 

"Ultimately, they were read in and gave feedback" on those restrictions. 

The approval also assumes Congress would pass an extension of nuclear 

production tax credits that were stripped out of the tax reform bill, which 

amount to about $800 million, and the PSC can revisit its decision if that does 

not take place. 

Wise said he has assurances from both of Georgia's U.S. senators in addition to 

congressional leadership that it will be taken up in January. 

Echols said that the first two reactors built at Vogtle were controversial and ran 

over budget and beyond schedule but were ultimately allowed to proceed, 

benefiting ratepayers, and that the same will hold true for the two new reactors. 

"Georgians will look back and be as grateful for (this decision) as we are for the 

decision to complete (the first two)," he said. 

PSC member Chuck Eaton called the first two reactors "the crown jewels" of the 

state's energy production. 

"I still believe nuclear needs to be part of a diversified mix," he said. The two new 

reactors are the only ones under construction in the U.S. 

Thursday's vote was welcomed by Augusta Technical College, whose nuclear 

engineering technology program was created seven years ago to help supply 

workers to new reactors Vogtle 3 and 4 along with the existing units and the 

neighboring Savannah River Site, a nuclear-intensive Department of Energy 

installation. 

Jim Price, the college's dean of industrial and engineering technology, said 

moving forward on the new reactors reinforces the need for the two-year 

program, which enables graduates to obtain mechanical, electrical and pre

operator jobs at nuclear plants throughout the Southeast. 

"It gives it better credibility," Price said Thursday. "This is good for Georgia and 
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good for the country." 

That is especially so for Burke County, where Vogtle is situated and which has 

seen large economic growth from the massive construction project. Jessica Hood, 

the executive director of the Development Authority of Burke County, called the 

decision "fantastic news" for the community and region. 

"We are thankful that the thousands of workers at units 3 and 4 will not be 

impacted and will continue to be employed at the site," she said. 

In prepared remarks, Augusta Metro Chamber of Commerce President Sue Parr 

called Vogtle an "investment in the long-term energy security of our state and a 

dependable source of electricity for both the public and business." 

"Plant Vogtle is a critical part of Georgia's energy mix and an important 

economic driver for our state and our region," she said. 

Many environmental groups had urged the PSC to cancel the project. Kurt 

Ebersbach, the senior attorney for the Southern Environmental Law Center, said 

the decision was a "foregone conclusion" before the vote was even taken. 

As part of the approval, Georgia Power will be required to give customers a $25 

credit for three months on their bills as a "refund" for what they have paid so far 

for the new reactors. Ebersbach called that a "token gesture." 

Georgia Power will also be required to create a 5-megawatt community solar 

project on the Vogtle site, which Echols wanted so that people arriving at the site 

see solar before they see the reactors. 

The project had been plagued by delays - the reactors were originally supposed 

to be online in 2016 and 2017 - and the cost had ballooned from the original $6.1 

billion budget. About $4.3 billion already had been spent on the project for 

construction and capital costs with $2 billion in financing costs. Tom Newsome, 

of the PSC staff, said it is about 40 percent complete. 

The original contractor, Westinghouse, declared bankruptcy in March after its 

parent company, Toshiba, wrote off more than $6 billion in losses from its 

nuclear business. Westinghouse was also responsible for the new reactor project 

at the V.C. Summer site in South Carolina, which was abandoned by its owners 
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in July because of the high cost of completing it. Georgia Power insisted the two 

projects are very different. 

The utility and Public Service Commission staff members presented very 

different projections of whether continuing the project would make sense for 

ratepayers under Georgia Power's proposal. 

Georgia Power contended that completing the reactors would make more 

economic sense than canceling and relying on an alternative, such as a natural 

gas plant, while staffers estimated the project would be "uneconomic" by $1.6 

billion. The staff and Georgia Power estimates on the future price of natural gas 

were about $1 billion apart. 

Commission staff also argued that the delays actually benefited Georgia Power by 

increasing its profits by $5.2 billion and increasing the cost to ratepayers by $14 

billion over the 12 years of construction and 60-year life of the plant. The 

reductions the PSC made Thursday to future payments from ratepayers would 

seemingly reduce that $14 billion to $12.3 billion. 

The PSC also approved $542 million that had been spent at the site this year up 

to June 30, even though commission staffers recommended only $44 million be 

approved, because Georgia Power paid contractors and liens after Westinghouse 

declared bankruptcy and without that '"it is almost certain that the project would 

have come to a stop," Echols said. 

Georgia Power argued that the Vogtle reactors' importance to the nuclear 

industry in the country should be taken under consideration given that they are 

the only ones under construction. 

About 6,000 workers have been employed during construction, with an 

estimated payroll of $115 million a year, and 800 permanent jobs are expected to 

be created upon the project's completion. 

The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 1579 office, which 

serves as the central gathering place for the metro area's 17 trade unions, which 

employ the bulk of the 6,000 workers at the Vogtle construction site, welcomed 

the decision. 

"I think they're all breathing a sigh of relief," Will Salters, the local business 
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manager, said of his colleagues. "They're like the rest of us; they've all got 

mortgages and cars. If the vote had gone the other way, they wouldn't have jobs." 

U.S. Rep. Rick Allen, whose 12th Congressional District encompasses the Vogtle 

site, said in a statement Thursday that he was pleased to hear the project will 

continue. 

"Employing nearly 6~000 people in my district and continuing our dominance in 

the global nuclear industry, the importance of the Plant Vogtle project cannot be 

overstated," he said in prepared remarks. "I believe this project is vital to our 

district, our state and America's nuclear energy future." 

He said it is still critical that Congress modify the Nuclear Production Tax Credit 

to enend the 2020 sunset date, which is expected to be discussed early next year. 

Staff writer Damon Cline contributed to this article. 

Reach Tom Corwin at (706) 823-3213 or 

tom.corwin@augustachronicle.com. 
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jacksonvine.com 
Georgia Public Service Commission vote allows 
Plant Vogtle to proceed 
By Tom Corwin 
Posted Dec 21, 2017 at 9:00 AM 

ATLANTA I In a decision with significant financial impacts in Jacksonville, the 

Georgia Public Service Commission voted unanimously Thmsday to allow 

Georgia Power Co. and its partners to continue building two new nuclear 

reactors that JEA has committed to support through construction and operation. 

Commission Chairman Stan Wise said it was a '"tough decision," but ultimately 

the right one to continue the project at Plant Vogtle in Waynesboro, Ga. He 

said,, "History over time will show that we were correct," to continue work on 

the only active nuclear power construction project in the country. 

JEA,Jacksonville's city-owned electric and. water utility, signed a 20-year 

agreement in 2008 to purchase power from the reactors - and to help with the 

construction cost - whether the project was completed or not. JEA recently said 

it wanted the project canceled. 

In a Dec. 13 disclosure to bond buyers:, the local utility said, " ... JEA believes that 

cancellation of the Additional Vogtle Units will r~duce its risks by eliminating 

cost and schedule uncertainty regarding the completion of the Additional Vogtle 

Units." 

Earlier this monthJ the credit-rating firm Moody's moved JEA's financial outlook 

from •stable" to "negative," citing major concerns with its financial ties to Plant 

Vogtle. The two other major ratings firms - Fitch and Standard & Poor's -also 

noted in reports red flags around Vogtle. 

Standard & Poor's has esti.m.ated)EA will be responsible for about $1.77 billion 

in debt payments. And recent financial .reports have pegged the annual cost of 

that agreement at $41millionin2019, eventually rising to at least as much as $94 

million a year. 
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In response to questions about the potential future impacts onJEA of Thursday's 

decision, spokeswoman Gerri Boyce said in an email, "We elected not to file 

testimony as an intervener in the GPSC Vogtle hearing." Then she provided text 

from the Dec. 13 disclosure. 

Georgia Power wanted to continue the project, but at an increased cost of $12.2 

billion and a delay of roughly 29 months to 2021 and 2022 for the reactors to 

come online, which it had asked the commission to consider reasonable. 

The cost of canceling would have been between $730 million to $760 million, 

with Georgia Power paying $330 million to $350 million. Georgia Power is a 

45.7 percent owner in the project and the total capital cost would be $19 billion, 

but the fmancing cost for the other owners - Oglethorpe Power, MEAG Power 

and Dalton Utilities - is not publicly reported to the commission. 

Vice Chair Tim Echols made the lengthy motion to approve the capital cost of 

the project at $7.3 billion, the company's capital request minus a $1.7 billion 

payment Georgia Power received through the former contractor on the project. 

But the motion also reduced what the company can collect from ratepayers for 

the project beginning 2021 that amounts to about $1.7 billion. 

Georgia Power attomey Kevin Greene said the company and its partners had 

discussed the possibility the approval would come with conditions and they 

would accept that. While Echols said he did not want to get into details about his 

interaction with Georgia Power over the new conditions, he added, ''Ultimately, 

they were read in and gave feedback" on those restrictions. 

The approval also assumed Congress would pass an extension of nuclear 

production tax credits that were stripped out of the tax-reform bill, which 

amount to about $800 million, and the commission can revisit its decision if that 

does not happen. Wise said he has assurances from both of Georgia's senators, as 

well as congressional leadership, that it will be taken up in January. 

'FOREGONE CONCLUSION' 

Many environmental groups had urged the commission to cancel the project. 

Kurt Ebersbach, senior attorney with the Southern Environmental Law Center, 

said the decision was a "foregone conclusion" before the vote was even taken. 
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As part of the approval, Georgia Power will be required to give customers a $25 

credit for three months on their bills as a "refundn for what they have paid so far 

for the new reactors. Ebersbach called that a "token gesture." 

Georgia Power will also be required to create a five megawatt community solar 

project on the Vogtle site, which Echols wanted so people arriving at the site see 

solar before they see the reactors. 

The project had been plagued by delays - the reactors were originally supposed 

to be online in 2016 and 2017 - and the cost had ballooned from the original 

$6.1 billion budget. About $4.3 billion had already been spent on the project for 

construction and capital costs with $2 billion in financing costs. Tom Newsome 

of the commission staff said it is about 40 percent complete. 

The original contractor, Westinghouse, declared bankruptcy in March after its 

parent company, Toshiba, wrote off more than $6 billion in losses from its 

nuclear business. 

Damon Cline of The Augusta Chronicle, and Times-Union staff writers David 

Bauerlein and Nate Monroe contributed to this report. 



EXHIBIT 3



January 5, 2018 

Georgia Department of Public Safety 
openrecords@gsp.net

Via email only 

Re: Georgia Open Records Act Request re Sign-in logs at the Georgia Public 
Service Commission   

To Whom it May Concern:  

 This request is made  under the Georgia Open Records Act (“GORA”), O.C.G.A. § 50-
18-70, for documents in the possession of the Georgia Department of Public Safety regarding 
sign-in logs for the Georgia Public Service Commission located at 244 Washington St. and 254 
Washington St., Atlanta, Georgia.  We request the sign-in logs for 244 and 254 Washington St. 
dated December 14, 2017 through January 5, 2018. Specifically, we seek the logs at each of the 
security stations at the entrances to the building housing the Georgia Public Service Commission.

We are prepared to pay reasonable search and retrieval fees if necessary.  Should your 
estimate of those fees exceed $50.00, please advise us of the costs before they are incurred.  We 
request that all records compiled in response to this request be sent to the address above, or that 
you make me aware of a time when they are available for review and collection.

If this request is denied in whole or in part, we ask that you justify all deletions by 
reference to specific exemptions of GORA.  O.C.G.A. § 50-18-71(d).  We also ask that you 
release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material, per O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(b). 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.  Should your have any questions, please feel 
free to contact me at 404-521-9900, or via email at jkysor@selcga.org.  My facsimile number is 
404-521-9909.

       Sincerely,  

       /S/ JILLIAN KYSOR

       Jillian Kysor 

 



EXHIBIT 4



January 10, 2018 

Philip Smith 
Public Service Commission 
psmith@psc.state.ga.us
Via email only 

Re: Georgia Open Records Act Request; Communications re 17th VCM 
proceeding, Docket 29849  

Dear Mr. Smith:  

 This request is made  under the Georgia Open Records Act (“GORA”), O.C.G.A. § 50-
18-70, for documents in the possession of the Georgia Public Service Commission (“PSC” or 
“Commission”) regarding the Seventeenth Vogtle Construction Monitoring (“17th VCM”) 
proceeding in Commission Docket 29849.  We seek certain documents sent and/or received by 
the Commission for several time periods discussing the 17th VCM proceeding.   

 Specifically, the documents we request include:  

1) Documents sent and/or received by the Commissioners beginning December 14, 2017 
and ending January 10, 2018, discussing the 17th VCM proceeding and impending 
decision, including but not limited to communications regarding the Commission’s 
decision, settlement proposals, and positions of parties;  

2) Documents sent and/or received by the Commissioners December 11, 2017 through 
December 13, 2017, referencing the 17th VCM proceeding, including but not limited 
to communications regarding the public hearings underway during this time frame 
and Staff and Intervenor witnesses; and

3) Documents sent and/or received by the Commissioners November 6, 2017 through 
November 9, 2017, referencing the 17th VCM proceeding, including but not limited to 
communications regarding the public hearings underway during this time frame and 
Georgia Power Company’s testifying witnesses.  

For the purposes of this request, the term “documents” includes all written, printed, 
recorded or electronic materials, communications, correspondence, memoranda, notations, 
copies, diagrams, charts, maps, photographs, tables, spreadsheets, formulas, directives, 
observations, impressions, contracts, letters, text and voicemail messages and mail in the 
possession or control of the Public Service Commission Commissioners or Staff, in final or draft 
form. 



We are prepared to pay reasonable search and retrieval fees if necessary.  Should your 
estimate of those fees exceed $100.00, please advise us of the costs before they are incurred.  We 
request that all records compiled in response to this request be sent to the address above, or that 
you make me aware of a time when they are available for review and collection.

If this request is denied in whole or in part, we ask that you justify all deletions by 
reference to specific exemptions of GORA.  O.C.G.A. § 50-18-71(d).  We also ask that you 
release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material, per O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(b). 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.  Should your have any questions, please feel 
free to contact me at 404-521-9900, or via email at jkysor@selcga.org.  My facsimile number is 
404-521-9909.

       Sincerely,  

       /S/ JILLIAN KYSOR

       Jillian Kysor 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

STREET 

CllY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN 1 z.. :: ~-r TIMEOUT ri:JJ3 

De...., ,J, T <,. c:,.," i le'S ._STR_m _ ___ __,"----*'------+--- .,,....---,--:::-.--------i 

41--~~~--+~~~~~~~~~~~-+C-llY~,~~~A~Tf~,2~1P~~~~~~~l-~~~~~~~Tl-M_E_tN~'2~:-~-.f~~TI-M_E_O_UT__;_/_2_:_J_6-+~~~~-I 

STREET 

91...-~~-12::1..::..._.::._~~y.../L~'02,~7f~~+;.:..:;~!:..:::....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~TI~M~E-OU~?--'-=--t-~~--J 

lo cl-- L TIME OUT 
L_~~~..i..:::::...._:__~~~~~~--~.C.:...::...::.:::.:..:::..::.:._~~~~~~~~~~~---L:..:.;,.:.:,::..;;.;Ji....::::=....~..J..._--~~~---'-~~~~~ 

VISITOR'S LOG· 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

It:-/ 1~ 
~<'..~rtiW ~ "fS ...J (h I "'--

1 TIME IN _.,,,. l 3 TIMEOUT 

JV\ , TIMEIN 3~ 6 TIMEOUT 

tf <;~'i~lfes~ STREET 

3 l CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT[: I 0 

Lv/tt i;1 l 
STREET 

4 CrTY, STATE, ZlP TIME IN TIMEOUT 

\v( l~ ~~\.e lt~ 
STREET 

5 Cl'IY, ff ATE, ZIP TIMEIN i- TIME OUT \ \ 1~ 

lo/f ~ --- STREET 

6 \)~ OlY, STATE, ZlP TIMEIN <6 : 
C( fi1ML (< ;6~~~ STREET 

7 ' OlY, STATE, ZJP TIME IN '8"; jCJ TIMEOUT ~·.f-::> 

l\ ~ fl4J.U'J STREET 

8 I TIME IN ~ :-,-:> TIME OUT \"'t»_$.,. 

S111E£T 

TIMEOUT 

VISITOR'S LOG~ 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE 'Attendant 

v 
1 TIMEOUT 

f:>efuy-~;~A(~,~ STREET 

2 TIMEIN ~I OTY, STATE, ZJP 

STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZlP TIMEIN q,; TIME J.fi- '. 'f 0 

STREET 

4 crrv. STATE, ZIP TIMEIN : t> TIME OUT 

STREET 

5 CTY,STATt, ZIP TIMEl!'I fl- J.,j,,-

STllffT 

CITY, STATE, llP TIME IN 

STREET 

7 
l't /, 

CJTY,STAT<, ZIP TIME IN ~ ~ 1S°" TIME OUT o: to $1/<1 

• '\.-{ t'{ "f:>\ock---
STREET P.;~ 

s~~ . .31/'iJ' 8 TIMEIN 

1i-1~ Pt;?~ 
STREET 

311&1 9 

t2---\ 14 ~~~td.' 
STllf 

10 , llTE,ZIP 3118' 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE '"ttendant 

TIMEOUT 3--11 <; 

2 TIMEIN qS-0 TIME OUT \o ':> 
$11g 

3 
1rif 4 t ~A~ 

STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

1.J-/,1 f?~<Wb 
STREET 

4 QTY, STATE, ZJP TIME IN 

/,),/;;, <;D( (Vk-
STREET 

s CfTV1 STATE, ZIP TIME IN 

1~t1 ;;;;~ STREET 

6 CITY, sTATE, ZlP TIME1N 

J).!t~ d~/;/V STREET 

TIMEIN/J'•/'t-- TIMEOUT ~;·t 0 7 OTY, STATE. ZIP 

8 
1~);1 M(~J T1MEIN TIMEOUT 

9 
l-"/,4 \if?. 

10 

/~~.; ~~ 
TIME uifi.'.. \) 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO~EE Attendant 

2 

Cu5f:v, .. 
SlREfT 

3 ('( ' CllY, STATE, ZIP 

4 \1;\f-\ '\\.\~~ 
STREET 

CllY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

s lV. I. b· Nd~ mv, STATE, ZIP . TIME IN J /; '{_r TIME OUT 

12//"f 8;J~1'c... O;:j 
STREET 

6 CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME IN l ~ l<>1 TIME OUT 

STREET 

7 1-z.-1 G~~ CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN /~/2- TIMEOUT /-::z...y J/<$'°/ 

StllEET 

s I 
STREET 

9 /-i-(. ~/IJ tft<j~~ TIMEOUT ,'<§ 

J:i.. ~ 'f /].o/t~ 
I 

10 ;::~uc ~j 
TIME OUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

,~,1 MA~ A: fy\J l I y\.Qt'V 
ET ~ 

1 CllY, S TIME IN ;z_. &~ TIME OUT 

2 '~ ~ \ ~~ rs r~tl'JJ 
TIME IN 

I-;. -
TIMEOUT 

rt\'~ ~M 
STRE£T 

3 C1TY, STATE, ZJP TIMEIN 

EET 

4 Cln', STATE, 2JP TIMElr(11,' 

1-i jl"J 
STREET 

5 a . t{' ""Q. CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME I~ rt · . .3 J TIMEOUT 

ri{ I<( ~~~1%) 
STREET 

TIME IN /2.; >4 6 OTY, STATE, ZJP TIMEOUT 

t-vf,'f °04~ 
STREET 

C\~ 
TlMEIN t~ TIME OUT I ~~ \o 7 OTY, STATE, ZJP 

1.Y[ lf 10~ MtW{c) STREET 

8 TIME IN TIMEOUT 

9 
Li/( ~~ TIME IN J '. {.JD TIMEOUT 

It/I~ Jt%hctq: fl.~( t I.OS 
10 TIME UUT 

VISITOR'S LOG· 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

1 
,~, ·s« flMEIN 1:·0 TIMEOUT 

\ t.,f \9{ ~(It_ \>v-..- Id) TIMEOUT 1~cr 2 TIME IN 

~tt./H STREET 

e,e ... &(',,u/\t.. 
TIME OUT I; 5': 3 Cm', STAT!:, llP TIME IN t:rs. 

12-J Jq 
~fl&m'rt 4 

STREET 

OTV, ST A TE, ?IP TIMEIN t:})Y TIMEOUT/~ 

i 2/"( 
ST'REET /' <)_.t; 

5 OTY, STAT£, ZIP TIME IN TIMEOUT 

!f J~ ST1\£ET 1:20 
6 CITY, ST ATE, ZIP TIME IN TIME~/, 

STREET 

CITY, STAT£, ?IP TIME IN).<:<:'.'.) TIMEOUT 

STREET 

8 TIME IN/:~ TIMEO 

STREET 

/~ 

10 L'I d_!v• 

VISITOR'S LOG· 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

1 t'1l\l1 ~kAfs 

fl)euJ1..J ---2 l /If- J11 lAi-S 'itt- CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN TIMEOUT 

3 (2 ~ t\( fl/ ~iR/l STREET 

CITY, STATE, ?IP TIMEOUT 

b)I\\~ Jli~k rtM-jW 
STREET 

TIMEIN /:s1 4 CITY, STATE. ?IP 

s l~r~ g, STREET 

o l'-.1 cm', SfATf, ZIP 

~ I~ -Tina ~!ls. 
STREET 

6 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

h-/fl-Y D~~1-
STREU 

7 cm, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

8 U./25 011g 

9 
1-vl l~ <;o Co > 

l?}v} - -:Y.~ ls_,Q 
TIME UUT ~tr-; 

'"') 

10 

VlSITOR1S LOG· 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE :Attendant 

-lf--~---1-=~~~-==~~==-~~~~=--~~~~~~-1-:.____i:..::..:::..:~~L.L:=-=..:.....-~+-.~----l 

STRE.ET 

ClTY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

cm, STATE, ZIP TIME IN TIMEOUT 

STREET 

Cl1Y, STATE, ZIP TIME lti ~·. n. i lME OUT /,. lO 

t2{ r(p(t 
61--~~~-l-~~~~~~~~~~4C11'Y~· ~·~n~AT~E.~ZJ~P~~~-1-~~~~~~~~--+TI-M_E_1N_q__;_,_:o.r-~~~TI-M_E_o_ui:_,,_;~{~-t~~~~~ 

STREET 

STREET 

CllY, STATE, ?JP 
4 I I ( 

TIME IN /~ ,J J"' TIME OlJTl ' Y: 

TIME OUT Pi 

: I~). TIMEOUT \OS°t> 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO $EE Attendant 

l'l) 1~ I,, A~h \~ EK1YcJiu-N 
21--~~~~~~~~~~~~-+;;.;.:,:_:~.:...::..._~~~~~~~~-1-~~-r-~~~~~~~~~--+~~~--; 

STllEET 

CJTY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

OTY, >TATE, ZIP 

STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

CITY, >TATE, ZIP 

STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME IN 

STREET 

s I f s ~rc:..tt. TIMEIN 9: '10 TIMEOUT //CJ 

TIME.~;. V(, r- TIME uu~ ~o 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

1 I TIME OUT/.d(f"\. 

STREET 

3 \1... \I\ Cll'f, STATE, ZJP TIMEIN 

STREET 

cnv. STATE, ZIP TIMEIN 

rvl IS )I; L/1/L.~~~ i.:..:.:m=EET:___ ___ ~----+--i.::::C-~>=--C----.----l 
51--~~~_J__.,,.(J_~~~~~~~~+C~ITY~,~ST~M~[,~Zl~'~~~~---.~~~~~~~-+T-IM_E~l~~t~O~:_t~7___._TI_M_E_o_u_r_l_~e:J-~~-t-~~~_, 

m<ET 

CllY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

OTY, STATt:, ZIP 

'}!f( 
VISITOR'S LOG· 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 

y(, 

TIMEOUT j 



DATE 

1 
k...(,.,/ ,.., 

2 
td ,5;., 

3 
t2'( t{{D 

4 l~15/t1 

5 l'Z.(lrtl? 

6 
J#t~J 

7 t'-\~~ 

8 

10 I (1 

NAME 

. r: w II- ')."",,_ 
;. r "-'\. ·r1v--.. L 

2> M> i::. '~ fc, 
,..,...- . 

l a.t (. f .e/u:.JflS 

Sl.M>~5 

~YG-oJZ.;; U~ 
~ ~e-~t.. ,,. 

bf A"~ 
lCJ<\~ 

~~'7 
,,. ~ ~"'j 

ADDRESS 

STREET 

C1TY, STAT£, ZIP 

STREET 

crrY, STATE, ZJP 

STREET 

QTY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

crrv, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

TO SEE Attendant 

TIME IN ·){) Av-, TIMEOUT fO~ ( ·' 

t 

TIME IN \ \l . ·-

11 ~ r1 TIMEOUT 1 l :t1 

TIME IN /.{ ~ J~ TIME OUT I i :<::) 

TIME IN : ~TIMEOUT 
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ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

TIMEIN 'J } "'{D TIMEOUT 

TIMEOUT (0, 

TIME OUT I 2 i'6 

TIMEOUT 

VISITOR'S LOG- 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

l I~/ tKi (aM 
~" \. t "IA 2 TIMEIN TIME OUT 

,~ I~ u·NL STREET 

3 Cln', STATE, ZIP TIME IN I Zr.~ TIME Ol/T 

c,~~ STREET 

4 CllY, ST ATE, ZIP TIME~l, {° TIMEOUT 

IJ_ ~ ~~C~CJK 
STREET 

5 cm', STATE, ZIP 

STREIT 

6 2- I J~ ~ CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME OUT ''5"''t 
STREIT 

CITY, STATE, llP TIME IN z.._ 'i,> TIME oul. ! ~-;;;. 

TIMEOUT 

~''1 \~y~ TIME OUT 

f~ TIMEUUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

(2./l~jln1 µ(J..'f\O..'f\.0... lvl t~. ·rl l..t.-
1 . TIME IN ~ •, l,D TIME OUT t { : c)i) 

2 ~/ yt.CGJ~ 

/ \?A~~ STREET 

3 CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT 

STREET 
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STREET 

s cm, STATE, ZIP TIMEllll~'\!..' TIME OUT 0'• ~ 0 

A- w1 l>a~ Ar>.\(CA!. STREET 

6 
\2.('\D 

CTTY, STATE, ZIP 

~~c. 

TIME IN TIME OUT 1a. \.\1) 

IJ 11 g.f\t..C"lAJ 
STREET 

7 CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME OUT l ()', 'f 0 

IJ-//0 o: G~v.hh STREET 

8 TIMEIN q: ~5 TIME OUT \ ~ '• '\ 

STREET 

9 ltt.- f I "l Alh~~ r~o' TIME IN '7! '.J._f TIME OUT I ~ ~y~ 

10 1 1)1~ :s-e{f We~ 
TIME IN "f : '2.5 -~~ TIMEOUT I('). 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

t -v) 11 -n"" J4/f .SJ'-~ 
TIME IN '1 : 2-.f TIMEOUT (6" D 1 

2 /'). ,.( 1-!l 11~ s-aq-
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l'l;/,/11 '1.,1t-r-r J!;o~<-> . STREET 

3 Cln', STATE, ZIP TIME IN 1 : Z., TIME OUT {I.>( U 

., C-vo~, 
mm 

4 TIME IN 

5 s~ , STATE, ZIP TIMEI 0 TIMEOUT 

~/N- /{w:r1r:.e. 
STREET 

6 1£. /I CITY, STATE, ?JP TIMEIN 9; Jo TIMEOUT 

/?,!~ /)4.IJ rJ [! l( r(J ! ie_ 
STREET 

TIME IN TIMEOUT 7 OTV, STAT£, ZIP 

ti... ~,.,. ti "C..I>~;/ z? 
STREET 

I?. ti· 
8 TIME IN TIMEOUT 

M'4 ai(lw. 
STREET 

9 Z, 18. TIME OUT 

\1 L°'l T~~o-4 ~ TIMEuUT 10 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO!iEE Attendant 

l /2 / TIMEOIJT 

TIMEl(;t 
1
• 

STREET 

3 /2- - ~ CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEINq; 

n.--19'-- 17 
41---~~~---l-~-=--~~~~~~~---,r-l~CliV_;_,ST_A_TE~,U-P~~~~~~-...,_~~~~~---i-~~~~~-'-~~~~~+--~~~--l 

STRIB 

TIME IN q \ S1' ll TIME OIJT 

STIIEET 

s I Z...fl CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME lf'l : JrU TIME OUT Ji; 'fi 

6 2..- I TIMEOUT 

STREET 

1 IZ-( CITY, STATE, ?IP TIME IN&(.T0 

STREET 

9 /7-- f'J ) o TIME 01JT/{:. 

10 /-Z,-1( TIME OUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

. N ~&f,.; {~ 
l 12---:IC, TIME IN 9 '!)~L.._ TIME OUT )0: ~ 

~ 
2 / 2--IC/ ~-~ TIME IN f: &°'V TIMEOUT/•~~ 

STl\EET ~.f7j 
3 /2--/ ~ CnY, STAT<, 21P TIMEIN TIMEOUT 

STREET 

4 
t \..(, V(. cm. STATE. ZIP TIMEIN ( l) -0 TIMEOUT t :q 

cyk ~ STREET 

5 ~·€:-L.. He Cl'IY, STATC, ZIP TIMEl('I 

t 'Zfi ).J&ti 
STREET 

,_ 
6 /1 ~ 5{. CITY, sTATE, ZIP TIME IN (J • s TIME OUT\(J! 4\ 

rz. r 9 GN. l<'MA(f STRUT 

7 CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME i/d : /7_ Tl 

1-iifq /fl l(}/Jld; I/ STREET k 
8 TIME IN I 0 ./G, TIMEOUT 

1')./ t ~ ~ t-~~ 
STREET ?sC-

9 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

C ) . PS~ 
2 1z.-1'f. ,.., Jibe;!((~ TlMEIN1D:'-1Z.nMEOUT ... D~Sz 
f-'-..;;;...._~~-1--~~~~~~~~~--+~~~~~~~~~~~~-1-~~-1-~~~~-'-~~~~-+~~~---1 

ME OUT 0 /Ylnk teerra 
STREET 

4 \ TIME IN II :2A> TIMEOUT 5 
~SC 

5 CITY, ~An, ZIP TIMEIN \ 1:'10 

TIMEIN ·36 TIME OlJT 6 1~/11 1; .. h fl\rJOf' 
S'TllfliT 

crrv, sT A Tt, ZIP 

STREET 

1 /)I 1 CTY, STAT£, ZIP TIMEINJ/:43 TIME ourlt:s<t 

I~ l~ ~ 
STIIEET 

8 

b"/\j Sr ' STREET 

9 

10 I 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

.- · v~o"' L~fi 
1r~~<:J:, 

1 !;Z. .. l 'l .. 7 

111-:l~-J G.& TIME IN I ): ~ [) TIME OUT 

STllEET .5\c.. 00 

3 r~f\9\\1 Tt-e..\\esL M c.N ~ \ CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN \~\~S TIME OUT 

4\Lfli ~ 
STR££T 

CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME OUT Lv. 
STREET l 

~\59_ 
J~ ~~ CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUTL ~ 

STREET 

- 3\~, 
6 tC: l/itJ CITY, STATE. ZIP TIME IN TIMEOUT 

if t ... STREET ')\>°( 
Cl~ -ro~ 7 CfTY, STATE, llP 

STREET 

-:!> \ ~°' 
8 ~// 

STREET 
)\-:!>'\ 

/),tmd/11 7wa 9 

~l4 Stt:.ft+e,N ~\j'\ 
5-~ 

10 TIMEOUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS ·Attendant 

1 \ . 'LO 

2 
) ?-)2-6 !30 

3~~,'>c:lr!.-
STREET 

3 
1z}zo 

OTY, STl\TE, ZJP 

c 'iW> ~\i<i;r;.P 
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11 20 
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\7.f~ Ve-5:1-fY ~~ STREET 

5 OT'(, STATE, ZIP :J 3D 

'Y'lb 5:§51o-~ 
STRm 
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\it ZD ~~~ 
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1~\1P (}) · t~u~7 
STREET 
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10 /-i(,_ .. Gr Li' 3/Jo 
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DATE ADDRESS Attendant 

3!3o 

IA-/..5. 
STREET 

3 /). b CllY.STATE,ZIP () 

~Ul pttv {( oCHllWv STREET 

TIME IN/..,~ 4 OTY. STATE, ZIP TIM EO\JT 
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~~ 
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ST!IEET 
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9 1:;/go TIMEouJ!~ / 3/L{q 

TIME,;;;,;. ;::r- TIME uur4 : 0"-/ 3/~q 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

1 /ltSs TIME IN 3141 
~\\.t kAc~ 

'1>~c.. 

2 
\t-lt\ 

o•-< 3·t5+ 

\~"di '0(A "'.Q__ NL.Jk." 
STREET 

3 TIME IN /01&.f 31~+-
CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT 

4 1:2~ I (). i3~~ 
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3-l5~ 
TIME IN 6?-.'JO TIMEOUT CllV,STATE, ZIP 

5 /?1>4 ~~ 
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3t5k 
CITY, STAn, ZIP 

t2-( t-( .f\"V\.l ~l \ STllEET 

TIMEOIJT tr~ 3't5k 6 Cu..> 5 OTY, STATE, UP 

ri( zt ~t\-\-t~\1 ~ktt~ STREfl St_/ 
.3-1?4--' 1 9> 'F! 7 CTTY, STATE, ZIP TIME IN • TIME OIJT 

I 'LI 'l-/ uc.vV\J ~ STREET -Pc:; c_ 
; ti;'~ 

8 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

9 ·~\ ~\ ~~~~ 315'4' 

10 Y2f-z1 ~ TIME oui\ I 5-b .3154-
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE 'Attendant 

1 ~'°~ TIMEOUT 
3l5k 

~~~~ ~\~K 2 TIMEOUT 

\11 ~\ 
STREET 

~\Sk 3 l s~ CITY, 5TATE, 11P 

~ 
STREET 

~ tt.,,/ 'l\ 
TIMEOlJT/l ~s 

' ';l5Jr 
4 CllY, ST ATE, ZIP 

f2/2.\ '£'.. 0 H- ~"""<..''--
STREET 

• TIME I~ ~ ; 1 I) TIME OUT t . "C, 315+-5 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

ll(Zf STREET PSL/ 

6 CllY, STATE, ZIP ')'IMEIN ~:jg 3l54-

1Lj l.,\ b"2. ~ -...ko~ ~V<-
\ 

STREET ~ a(s+ 
7 TIMEOUT 

I{ tf.d-v JJ~~<)f) .3 <54-
8 

9 
ri./-z \ { WvJJ.- TIMEOUT 

3,54 

li)Y) ~~ 31c;+ 
10 TIMEOUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

2 
i-z;u 

TIME IN '1.6:. \ TIMEOUT 

3 l~[~ 
STREET 

CllY, STAT!:, ZIP 

p e.-
TJMEJN </:1-Q TIMEOUT 

(i fz '< 11~ .... ~ 
STREET 

4 OlY, STATE, ZIP 

'"PIL 
TIME IN TIMEOUT 

Ji/~ 5~~ STREET 

5 CllY, STATE, ZIP 

6 

STREET 

CTTY, STATE, ZIP TIME IN : zo TIME OUT < 

\'/?,( ,-;;;,__ CJ. rlA}, ; 
STREET 

8 

~ '-{-v\ j~.f-Y~\YJ..- STREET 

9 

i"L(U Lu410 e~f u/,v 
10 TIME UUT KJ J 2 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

1 
) J-fr ) v~l'v' 
l'L/ 2-l 

2 . De; afA....L.,~(vti< 

3 OJ~\ Wo.JL STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

\A.(j \ C,~~t'n\G\ ~c\ie~ron STREET 

4 QTY, STATE, ZIP 

l' STREET 

s CITY, STATE, !IP 

1J.( 2/ STllEET 

6 CnY, STATE, ZIP 

lz/ei '?et~ .J~~ STREET 'fsc 
7 Cf!V, STATE, ?JP TI ~~ZG 

8 12;1-j $~~~:~ 
STREET 

TIME IN~ 'l r TIMEOUT '() 1 

lYjYr I~~ STllEll P! '-
9 

10 I/ fr, ~ 
TIMEOUT 

......, 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

TIMEIN ~:!>o TIMEOUT 

w~A1 
31--~~--l~~~~~~~~~----l-=C~ITT~,ST~A~TE~,Zl~P~~~~~~__,J--~~~..+:..::.:.:.:..:..:.:__-!......_....t..:...:.::.:..:..~~=-+-~~~ 

STREET 

STRE!T psc 
CfTY, STATE, ZJP TIMEIN eHo TIMEOl/T /rtfs 
STREET 

STREET 

CITT, sTATE, ZIP 

TIME IN 'g': 1 (, TIME OUT 

i=-:=STREET~---~~-_,----,-----; /Je
TIMEOUT 

TIME UUT 

VISITOR'S LOG- 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

~~ 
1 Oi~ TIME OUT I 0 :/3 3\5* 

I f\f'l ~-Jrfi.,f>r 315'~ :€{) I: OCJ 2 TIMEOUT 

l /)i\. l~e"t,[,,, 5TREn 

3 I CITY, STATE, ZJP TIME IN TIMEOUT 315+ 

#¥~ .r~ STREET 

b 3l5"" 4 OTY, STATE, ZJP TIMEIN TIMEOUT 

~_,,v(.l STREET 
'31S+ To-"" f ~ .. ( .f 5 CITI, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN TIMEOUT 

:8'11'\k STREET 

~ 31;A--
6 cm, STATE, ZIP TIMElN TIMEOUT 

~s-\-etl ())°* STREET 6'.S r~C-. 1°~SA: 
~~~ 

TlMEIN f~~c TIMEOUT :1v 3l5~ 7 CITY, STATE. ZJP 

j ~U"'M A';\-
STREET rs~ 

~.JI.A__ TIME IN 8 :'7'S TIMEOUT b1 U 315'.+ 8 

pc. v-: of f!v-/ '--·a ~._ STREET PIC 
TIMEOUT 1c:J..l7 ~l5+ 

9 

lammW• 3154-
10 TIMEOUT ' 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

1 \'2 ~ ri.\ 
·~~ 

3,54-~ TIME OUT (}, ~ 

t£i'l,\ 
ts:~ 

2 41>"'--~ TIME IN 'T A{'fl TIMEOUT 
3\'54--

1J,\c, l 
~\'::? 

STREET '..) (... 

3154 3 OTY, STATE, ZlP 

\l-f)..r ~ 
STREET 

315+ 0 f"'-J, 7l0~ 4 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

rt-(i l ~~"A. CA\ STREET 

3-1,k- ' 
• TIMEINqo<f s CITY, STATE, ZIP 

6~/ fi~ l/o.fclf ~ . STllEET (_ 
o-

TIMEoJO: 3-15+-CITY, ST ATC, 11P TIMEINq ") 

1~(-,,J (;J~?T~ STRffT psc..-
TIMEOUT//;~ 3154--7 CllY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET : 0 
3r5-1-a j-u ""L{ TIMEIN C/.'b~ TIMf. OUT I 0 ; f 0 

~ Yl() 0¥- f)J,J:-<.()~ 
STREET -PSC-/ 

~154-( <. Z..l 
9 CITV,STA p TIMEOUT 

\~ -t< ~~v~J hfe--~¥r J,151-
)\ 'Z;> 10 TIMEOUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

l '~~ Ii TIME IN TIME OUT 

I '1.-, :H 
2 

~ J(' 

TIME IN y; Y.J nMeour/D:rC 
c::r STREET 

3 
()-12-1 µ~1 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

?450 
TIME IN ~ft.ts . TIME our/ f Pb 

._i ~V\ c~ · Wl"&ll' STREET 
1 l--{ )..( 

4 crrv, STATE, ZJP 

f sc, 
TIME IN ~~ TIMEOUT 

'l-/l-1 Jc.~'.-\-1~~ l~JoJo~ 
STREET 

s C:rrl, fl ATE, ZIP 

/c... 
TIME 1!'4 6:cf5 TIME OUT 

\'l.-\'2--, 
STREET 

6 OTY, STATE, ZIP TIME our//.t(J() 

1-i..\ ')-1 
STREET 

7 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

1 ~v1 
STREET 

8 

Ii.-( 2.-1 
STl\EET 

9 /1>: 57 

) vi Z.,I 

10 TIME UUT 

VISITOR'S LOG" 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



-
DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

l2r'~. I} ~ ~ 31·~+-
l TIME OUT 6~'),, 

a~~ 3,JS1--/~ ... 2.1- '7 
TIME IN 9: I 'it 2 TIMEOUT 

3 TIMEOUT 315-1-
STREET 

4 CITY.STATE, ZIP TIME! TIMEOUT 
3154-

5 21 CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME OUT 
3154-· 

/J.~ 17 ~G 
STREET 

v~ · TIME IN°(':, "J'i'-
3,5~ 

6 OTY, STATt, UP TIMEOUT 

,~, .91\ '"' l.A.~tA·~ ~vv0 STREET 
{-J 

3 \ 5-t' 
7 C1TY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT 

tfl.-{~ [ 4--~ f,nA.n,~ 
STREET 

TIME IN '{ •_ ~ 
?i 154-

8 TIME OUT 

n.rz11n ~h~l'kS ~ S1'~EET O.l54-' 
g 

1i(z1 ft7 315.+-~--N. S~J 10 
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-
DATE 

\1. ... if (-1 f 
1 

2 (l-,(-1 

4 

5 
1-Y/JJ./!1 

6 
tn.{~t ~; 

7 ~.;>1 

1 z../i..1 
8 

9 ~~ 
I 2-(u 

10 

NAME 

~08roet<_ 

&.. B'*'k,, 

'5~ R-t;~ 

l~*-~h,~ 

[>. u itJ.J 

A-t~ LJ)1~'-

~~NlAt.~ 

ADDRESS 

STREET 

CllY, STATC, ZIP 

STREET 

OTY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

CITY, STATE, IIP 

STRf:ET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

CT1'Y, STA TC, ZIP 

STREET 

STREET 

TO $EE 

• TIME 1N U: TIME OUT 

TIME IN l °:2 '31 TIME OUT 

-TIME IN /)--! J) TIME OUT 

TIMEIN TIMEOUT 

p.":L:U 
TIMEOUT ·1 

TIMEUUT :_cf' 

VISITOR'S LOG~ 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 

-Attendant 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO~EE Attendant 

l ri ~c wv~ TIME IN I J.,1.. TIMEOUT 

2 l2, ~' ~CQ\ 
... 

( ,..,_.. TIM£ IN r.lf 3 llMCOUT 

STREET 

Gt:.r"-tJ CrTY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN 2: O_ 

TIMflN c..-\ :.cJV TIMEOUT 

STREET 

c;11Y, STAT~, ZIP 

!>TREET 

crrv, sTATE, ZIP 311<( 

1J./J.J_, ~~~~ 
STREET 

~II <j 7 cm, STATE, ZJP 

/J.f~µ STREET 

A.,..,'\ "'J" ~ "-,(...... s t .\' -1!"' TIME OUT .$-it& 
8 TIME IN 

IJ./ J..L 
. 

STRm 

"'~ ~\_~ ~18 
9 

l-'£.z. ~'~ ·tD 10 lt1f"\ ') TIMEOUT . 
VISITOR'S LOG~ 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO ~EE Attendant 

1;,/,;,~ . (;!Jv ... ~ 1J '1 J::e_ ~ 
1 TIME IN 411 ; ~ TIMEOUT 

':i;.- V\\1....., ~v1( S7Z/t3J J61 

2 

'i~ u p.s STRUT 

3rz. 
TIM£ IN .;l. : () 3 CJTY, STATE, ZIP 

t)/,1_)J ~}rl4 
TIME13: -4 -:sz ~ OiY,STAn, ZIP TIME oub(: s-.s 

/:;-~ STREET 

s ~J\...,,r-l" cm, STATE, ZIP 

/,} $TREET 

.>Y 
~ 6 cnv. STATE, ZIP 

STREEl 

7 CfTY, STATE, DP 
~l/<j, 

STREET 

8 
-y1& 

STl\EET 

9 
u_,,p s .31/ g 

1;-~ 
10 ;<1 TIME UUT 4 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

j2/21/jl .\/Oo\a Mexco.do 512.. 
1 TIMEIN lj;_1.,4 TIMEOUT ~II~ 

4-s-e.o 
TIME IN ll : Zf.o TIMEOUT { ~If~ 

3rd 

3 TIMEIN /I'. S'Q TIMEOUT :10 ~(Ii 

STREET 

4 Ol'I', STATE, llP TIME IN 21 3/l<i 

311</ LL-(J.5 
STI\EET 

5 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

·:;,, \ ~ 
TIMEIN 2,:crv 6 l~ G_~OcL_,~ 

STREET 

cm', sTATf, ZJP 

TIME IN '1 '.Ql.o TIMEOUT 

\~}11,I ~n-~ ~\\i~ .STREET 

7 CITY, STATE, ZJP 

~ I< 

TIMEIN TIMEOUT 
/1,,/'¥1 1)14"',/1 Rs',~._..... STI\EET 

a 

2. I<.. .3 ·3\ \ i 
TIME'OVT 

12/21 LJ~ STREIT 

~ 
9 

TIME <JUT 2 ~ 4) 
2>\\ ~ 1efTJ G~lcl Ml~~ti~ 

10 
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ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

3\3'i 
STREET 

CITY, STAT£, ZIP 

STREET 

rvi' If /ct . 
STREET 

6 I CITY, STAT£, ZIP 

STREET 

CITY,STATE,ZlP 

STREET 

TIME IN ( '. ( S TIMEOUT )( : 

TIMEOUT 

TIMEuUT 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

r~ /u/ . ~~rr~ Su/1S'J.rGtVl 
1 TIME1N2.s TIME OUT :fd 

l~q t~Mr 1 
2 

\'2( LC1 SIRE.ET 

3t2-f \~l'\cth ~we}\ TIME IN ! '.c; \. 3 CTTY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT 

l~ 07-°t ~~l OIJt ~,___. STIIEET lfc../.~ 
TIME IN '3 : 'S°J TIME OUT 4 CITY, 5TATE, ZIP 

/7ri~-'':> &J~)~ 
STREIT 

CITT,STATE,llP 

;{)~~ 
STREET 

312( 
CITY, STAT£, ZIP 

i/i~ t'J\e~GWj {S'li'J 
STREET 

J/ 
TIME lN v: CITY, STATE, ZIP 

Gr~ th~lke.:.r 
STilEET 

'? 17-/ 8 11~~1 

(~ STREET 5 ("-/ 
9 f 2/2fJ 

10 12--1}j G-hei~WL- o~ Jr2{ 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

512{ 

, / i- b1·1 ~{N_ 
STREET 

3 OlY, STATE, ZIP 

1/L ~f-/JiA STREET 

4 
iJ 

ClTY, STATE, ZiP TIME IN TIME OUT/, Q '. V 7 
STREET 

s T ~r/1~/ CITY, STAT£, ZIP TIME It-I If : J. 0 TlMf OUT If: t( f 

uAA~ STREET 

6 '~~VI. CTTY, STATE, ZJP TIMEIN q: L/( TIMEOUT 

7 t 2- TIME INP'{ • TIMEOUT I 0 : 

8 ( { 1 TIMEIN () : D~ TIMEOUT 

\f~ 
lOL-~~~L-~~_..:_~~~l.---~1-.:.___;_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:.....:..;....!-':~-1-.....--~~~-'-~~~--' 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ~Attendant 

1 Y~ {\;l 3/3o 

2 
\I :3 lo..u..rQ low lr'1 3/3o 

l/3 Adu_ STREET 

3 CllY, STATE, ZIP 3130 

~ 
5TREET 

313() 4 3 OTY, STAT<, ZIP TIME IN 

Y3 
STllEET 

5 u. S, CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME!~ 31.Jo 
5TREET 

6 Oh 1'71 tC r , 'y,+ 1'f19 
CllY, SlATt, ?JP TIME IN )0; g'"l_ TIME OUT 3t3D . 

{ /'?:J ---- STREET 

Lt? nn I~ lur- TIME IN 1a:11 5 3/37J 7 CIT'(, STATt, ZIP TIMEOUT 

\/ T4'~)+J~ 
SiREET 

8 TIMEIN o".., TIME oUTd.'tf'7 3132 

9 l/ 3 1-
STREET 

/I : y~ TIME OUT 

1ool/03 l/rc,f.J.JfJtV L~fi, 
/t-LSU) If...)~ 

TIME UUT i 2: ( lf 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE ·Attendant 

.Ne;. \lo.f()·...-t-~ C> '.A..r 
1 TIMEOUT 3 /30 

2 Lo~~ TIM£ 1N 'Q3 <a TIME our 313-o 
SYREET fi r 

3 \/3//D a t'"k:"' ~~rv,r CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT F;~ 313o 

1/-3/11 
STREET 

4 CITY, STATE, ZIP 31 3a 
;< 

M~~ 
~ 

1~ 
STREET 

~ .3/:JO s CITY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

--')2$. - ClTY, STATE, ZIP .J,f3o 
STREET 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 3i3'0 . 
STREET 

~\5) 

'/3 
9 

STIIEET 

)\~~ 

I 3 CoJ I 3\3~ 
10 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE -Attendant 

l)\-3·1i l . (,y,b~":l 
TIMEIN '-{ : ~/!, TIME OUT ${IN\ s\3'1 

0/-1.19 &-,.,,,..k L ~ ""-
s:' ..(foov 

J /V I 2 TIMEIN f{;~l(A,lv\ TIMEOUT /1: 7.} 

lfMtetJ~ 
STREET 

) If/ 3 01-4-/8 CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN 9': 7 TIMEOUT C/'¥ 

j-/11-L- rYI 6"0 fl(_ 
STREET 

bl·l/-18 
TIME IN /o: l'f TIME OUT 4 CITY, STATE, ZIP 

STREET 

) /( ( 5 Dl-l{-/g -/'J {6)T!! I<__ 
CITY, STATE, ZIP TIMEl!'l /o :z.'f TIME OUT I '.26 

1- l-f-10 T'{ l~ f"~;rdof.~ 
STREET 

CnY, STATE, ZIP TIMEIN TIME OIJT 6 

7 l-~-l<t ~ 

STREET 

Mn I0.~!3> OTY, STATf, ZIP 
-) l( ( 

I/ 411 i STRE'ET 6 
/tt/ 8 ~Y') ~ \c..:d CJ TIME IN I 0 ~ 'fq TIME OUT\ I 

r _cf-ff i~ov 'AJt/4-~s STREET 

/~( TIMEOUT // ' I 9 

I • l~ ~ ~~CJ)) llf/ 10 
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DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

1 l '":4-l~ ~Q)l~ '3\"\~ 

I ·t, I& ~\ s9 H a.dnlA ~o.v-(\6\ 2 TIME IN 

1-~'-tf ;1 k J"4./ l w..;i-
STREET 0rf4- "3, s~ 

3 CITY. ST A Tr, ZIP • \1111'\'\ 

STREET 

G.-~Pr.GL \MS12>- CITY, STATE, ZIP TIME IN "Z..:~ TIMEOUT/2.l'J(.. J/<(/ 

s Gitffuo )i.itu 111'fl 

STREET 

CTTY, STATE, ZIP TIMElt' i?- :23 TIME OUT 2- : '§.(_ /(( 
STREET 

If/ crrv. irArt. ZIP TIME IN TIME OUT I Jj. ( 

~b"' Q;" Ii. <'\....) 
STREET 

J/l( ( 7 I (4 { 19 TIME IN I ,7 0,.,.,. TIME OUT c:21 \.l-art, STll TE, ZIP 

s /jl,) I{ /Aw ~D'-'I 
STREET 

l l( 

1/ t ~ ~~t?M \foViAs STREET 

3 Jct( ;'12-9 TIMEOUT 

10 
1\ y 4A~> TIME UUT~ : [).__ 311// 

VISITOR'S LOG- 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

TIMflN I 0 TIMEOU~S3 
STREET ~Q..\. 

3'<5,C( V"\'ill J · CllY, STATE, ZIP TIME IN 3-, y.5 TIME OUT •3 s '0 

STREET CI e-v K-
>\S.9, 4 l~-IB ~t,l[/C1. -(~ q.cX;. 

OTY, STATE, ZJP TIME IN TIMEOUT 

w\, Tl L.,1, STR£ET 

i1~ (-S-\o 
TIME IN q-. ).S 5 ' :j Cl'!Y, STATE, ZIP TIMEOUT 

1-:--lJ ',\~l\\(-t \\-e /rtt"~·\ 
STREET .L !CT---1: ~ JTIMEOUT 6 CITY,STATE, ZJP TIME IN 

1~ s-1b 5-tvxh~\..,. s.'>""v'. ,, STREET 

61~ 
TIME OlJT f'O-z.-, 1 CITV,STAU,ZJP 

1 js j I~ Y. Sc~i~ STREET (J ' ~ 

J-1~ 
8 

r 

5c-~t-f 
STREET 3) d-

~ 

/6; TIME OUT It 9 , _/ 

yo \ \ ~ \\'/ )'y\CN\.L.: \)w\ (~ 0 '.s l ~ TIME <JUT \ ''l'.P J 3J)~ 

VISITOR'S LOG· 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

Ys · -r:~ 
1 /:"~;~ 

TIME IN ·// ~ /,- TIMEOUT 

Y) lyl1r f°,.rrc/~JJi. 
2 TIME IN //:/. TI MEOUT 

Y's- f.J.t$.'1 
STREET 

3 f'lc.....J<S . 
TIMEIN //,'{. CITY, STATE, ZIP 

~ 
STREET 

4 I J s Cl'IY,STATE,ZIP TIME11'4 

41~ U ,~ 
STREET 

s l/\ CITY1 ~ATE, ZIP TIMf I~ \\ " ') ) TIMEOUT fl · "-( ( 

_.,, STREET 

6 
1; ~ be ),,i/ ).-~'-- TIME IN 

7 ~Puu TIME IN ·/~ TIMEOU/.).o 

8 /5 TIME IN TIMEOUT 

9 
{ ) j \)I. 

. . 7o 
l . TIMEOUT I ; ) 

/Ir~ TIME IN 75.,,). 7- TIME our/-:? y 

VISITOR'S LOG- 244 WASHINGTON LOBBY 



- ..,, ._ ... _ 
DATE NAME ADDRESS TO SEE Attendant 

~ET ) .>;·er-
I' ). -19 j~<-i L~~ mvA n.ZJP I TIME IN /:.' ,_15. 

ITIME OUT ' " '1 '1 

,,. ~I \;,/\)"'\ ~·LL STRE!T ~ 7 
TIME IN ),~lr"" !TIMEOUT f~'fJ CITY,STATE,~ I 

1 

2 

!-S-11 f).{;J 
, STRUT \ 7 

5 I .,J f1~ ;.( CITY, STAT'E, ZIP \. I TIME IN J.-:15 _ 'TIME OIJT ) t;f;i, 3 

STREET \ 7 
,. ) ,~ .Dvt .x~1~ CITY, STAT'E, 2JP \ I TlMEIN' )...i J- ITIME OUT J-.i... < 4 

\I .-
STIIEET . 

l- .) \~ {) C,\\\ ~? \ ~ .~ \\j \(\ CllY, STAT£, ZIP 'i TIME IN 2 ·, ~crlnME OUT 5 

6 

I I\ 
\-5· I~ /\Ci,~1 ( L,;~ STREET 

I \ TIME IN l ._,: !TIMEOUT CITY, STATE, ?JP 

1-)-'l> s -+ e- \Jl., ".._ S' ,.....,,. t I STREET I ' I \ TIME IN z_. _$ J lnME OIJ;; ~ b 7 CITY, STAT£, ?JP 

I ' 
/ 

Sc'1~eL ~ ~> \!, STREET 3; 1> 

I r S°,. ~ 
OTY,STATE,ZlP I \ : 

!TIMEOUT 8 TIME IN 

(- 5' I~ i).rw'r,. ftc/t11. /\, !> STIIEET / \ 
CITY,STA~ \ TIME IN) "'2.5 lnME OUT "'3 • }Q 9 

r/ s/t;ell 3~.,,c_ ~f {'1,fb '- Sfl',[~ \ 
ZSTATE, ZIP 

1 °:.7' 5.5 lnME uUT "j. ! fC 0 TIME IN 1 
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EXHIBIT 6



1

Jill Kysor

From: Jill Kysor
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 2:27 PM
To: 'Philip Smith'
Subject: RE: GORA request

Philip, 
 
Thank you for sending along emails last week in response to my GORA request.  I reviewed the responsive materials.  I 
am writing to confirm that the files that you forwarded constitute all of the Commissioners’ communications with other 
parties, their own staff, and amongst each other from December 14th through January 10th?  If you received any 
additional materials from the Commissioners after responding to my request on Jan. 19th would you please send them 
my way?  
 
Thanks in advance for your time and assistance.  
 
Best, 
Jill 
 
 
From: Philip Smith [mailto:psmith@psc.state.ga.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 10:23 AM 
To: Jill Kysor 
Subject: RE: GORA request 
 
yes, I will get material to you this week.  Offices are closed again today because of the weather. 

Philip J. Smith 
Staff Attorney 
Georgia Public Service Commission 
Phone (404) 463-1976 
Fax (770) 342-3052 

From: Jill Kysor [jkysor@selcga.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 8:56 AM 
To: Philip Smith 
Subject: GORA request

Good morning Mr. Smith, 
  
I hope you had a nice holiday weekend and are staying safe and warm with the latest bout of winter weather.  I’m 
writing to check in on the status of my GORA request.  Will you be able to share the responsive information this 
week?  Again, I am happy to receive the files by dropbox or pick up a disc/thumb drive at the PSC (tomorrow or Friday, 
after the roads clear up!).   
  
Best, 
Jill 
  
Jillian Kysor 
Staff Attorney 
Southern Environmental Law Center 



2

Ten 10th St. NW, Suite 1050 
Atlanta, GA 30309 
(404) 521-9900 
www.southernenvironment.org 
  
This electronic message and any attached files are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above. 
This communication may contain material protected by attorney-client, work product or other privileges.  
  



EXHIBIT 7



1

Jill Kysor

From: Philip Smith <psmith@psc.state.ga.us>
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 3:05 PM
To: Jill Kysor
Subject: RE: GORA request

I’ll review the item I sent again and check against what I have.  I believe you have everything.  If I do find something else, 
I’ll forward it to you.  There may be some duplication among the items sent.  
 
Philip J. Smith 
Staff Attorney 
Georgia Public Service Commission 
244 Washington Street, SW 
Atlanta, Georgia 30334 
Telephone: 404-463-1976 
Facsimile: 770-342-3052 
 
  
  
 
From: Jill Kysor [mailto:jkysor@selcga.org]  
Sent: Thursday, January 25, 2018 2:27 PM 
To: Philip Smith <psmith@psc.state.ga.us> 
Subject: RE: GORA request 
 
Philip, 
 
Thank you for sending along emails last week in response to my GORA request.  I reviewed the responsive materials.  I 
am writing to confirm that the files that you forwarded constitute all of the Commissioners’ communications with other 
parties, their own staff, and amongst each other from December 14th through January 10th?  If you received any 
additional materials from the Commissioners after responding to my request on Jan. 19th would you please send them 
my way?  
 
Thanks in advance for your time and assistance.  
 
Best, 
Jill 
 
 
From: Philip Smith [mailto:psmith@psc.state.ga.us]
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 10:23 AM 
To: Jill Kysor 
Subject: RE: GORA request 
 
yes, I will get material to you this week.  Offices are closed again today because of the weather. 

Philip J. Smith 
Staff Attorney 
Georgia Public Service Commission 
Phone (404) 463-1976 
Fax (770) 342-3052 
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From: Jill Kysor [jkysor@selcga.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 8:56 AM 
To: Philip Smith 
Subject: GORA request

Good morning Mr. Smith, 
  
I hope you had a nice holiday weekend and are staying safe and warm with the latest bout of winter weather.  I’m 
writing to check in on the status of my GORA request.  Will you be able to share the responsive information this 
week?  Again, I am happy to receive the files by dropbox or pick up a disc/thumb drive at the PSC (tomorrow or Friday, 
after the roads clear up!).   
  
Best, 
Jill 
  
Jillian Kysor 
Staff Attorney 
Southern Environmental Law Center 
Ten 10th St. NW, Suite 1050 
Atlanta, GA 30309 
(404) 521-9900 
www.southernenvironment.org 
  
This electronic message and any attached files are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) named above. 
This communication may contain material protected by attorney-client, work product or other privileges.  
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Jill Kysor

From: Tim Echols <techols@psc.state.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 7:11 AM
To: Philip Smith
Subject: FW: Please invest in affordable water-saving energy choices

For WRDW 
 
Commissioner Tim Echols  
@timechols 
Cell 706-340-0773 
244 Washington St SW 
Room 232 
Atlanta, GA 30334 
Office 404-656-4515 

From: Tim Echols 
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2017 2:36 PM 
To: Leach Kyle 
Subject: Fwd: Please invest in affordable water-saving energy choices

FYI.

Commissioner Tim Echols  
706-340-0773
@timechols 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Laura Richards <Laura.Richards@southwire.com>
Date: December 14, 2017 at 12:44:03 PM EST 
To: Tim Echols <techols@psc.state.ga.us>
Subject: Re: Please invest in affordable water-saving energy choices

Thanks for your reply. I did not consult Southwire before sending my opinion. 
--Laura Richards 
 

 
From: Tim Echols <techols@psc.state.ga.us> 
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2017 10:08 AM 
To: Laura Richards 
Subject: Re: Please invest in affordable water-saving energy choices  
  
Does your opinion represent Southwire leadership? 

Commissioner Tim Echols  
706-340-0773 
@timechols 
Sent from my iPhone 
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On Dec 14, 2017, at 9:26 AM, "laura@southwire.com" <laura@southwire.com> wrote: 

Dear Commissioner Echols: 
 
For many reasons, Plant Vogtle's expansion has failed and I have no assurance it 
will ever be finished. Even if it is, your own Staff has said it's no longer economic 
for me or other Georgia Power customers to foot the bill. 
 
I am also concerned about the impacts to the Savannah River given how water-
intensive the plant will be, requiring tens of millions of gallons of water every 
day.  
 
Please save my money and Georgia's water resources for future generations by 
instead investing in affordable, water-saving energy choices such as solar and 
wind along with energy efficiency and conservation. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Laura Richards 
100 Blandenburg Rd 
Carrollton, GA 30117-4023  
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Jill Kysor

From: Tim Echols <techols@psc.state.ga.us>
Sent: Wednesday, January 17, 2018 7:10 AM
To: Philip Smith
Subject: FW: Support the construction of Plant Vogtle

For WRDW 
 
Commissioner Tim Echols  
@timechols 
Cell 706-340-0773 
244 Washington St SW 
Room 232 
Atlanta, GA 30334 
Office 404-656-4515 

From: Tim Echols 
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2017 5:11 PM 
To: sepotter@southernco.com 
Subject: RE: Support the construction of Plant Vogtle

We passed it 5-0.  Work continues. 

 

The Last Jedi and Georgia’s Plant Vogtle  

By Commissioner Tim Echols 

 

If you are parent like me, you have probably been with your kids to see 

the latest Star Wars: The Last Jedi film that debuted recently.  Believe 

it or not, Georgia and the Jedi Order have a lot in common, and it has 

something to do with nuclear energy. Here is how. 

While Luke Skywalker is not the very last Jedi, he is the end of the 

traditional Jedi Order—at least as we have known it.  And so we find 

ourselves in Georgia as the only state remaining building an advanced new 

nuclear energy plant.  You probably have heard of Plant Vogtle, just south 

of Augusta on the Savannah River. The 3,200-acre site is Georgia’s 

premiere nuclear power site.  The existing two reactors, finished in 1987 

and 1989 respectively, produce annually nearly 17 million megawatt-hours 

of baseload, around the clock, electricity and will operate another 30-50 

years.  Building on what is now inarguably a great success story, plans 

were launched to build an additional two new nuclear reactor units at the 

same site to help power Georgia into the future.  And while the “dark 
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side” is not trying to destroy us, a Westinghouse bankruptcy almost did 

earlier this year. 

  

“Who is Westinghouse and why does it matter?” you may ask.  Imagine me 

predicting today that Apple or Amazon would be bankrupt in 10 years.  “Not 

very likely,” would be an appropriate response.  So, it was stunning when 

Westinghouse, owned by the Japanese giant, Toshiba, filed for bankruptcy 

protection earlier this year and walked away from our fixed and firm 

construction contract leaving Georgia’s ratepayers with $5 billion of 

potentially stranded investment.  A proverbial Darth Vader nightmare is 

right! 

  

Fast forward to this week as I along with my colleagues had to decide to 

continue or cancel this massive project employing some 6000 workers and 

soon to provide 800 permanent jobs in eastern Georgia.  More importantly, 

this critical, long-lived energy infrastructure asset will provide 24/7 

baseload electricity for 80 years without any carbon emissions—making it 

even more valuable in a carbon-constrained world that we foresee.  

  

As an energy commissioner, I understand the energy/climate issues and the 

tradeoffs of the day. I drive an electric car and put solar thermal on my 

Winterville home.  I voted to import wind energy into Georgia from 

Oklahoma to green our grid. I helped create a policy that has resulted in 

the largest cache of Department of Defense solar in the nation.  Yet, I 

really want to finish this new nuclear plant—that can trail blaze a new 

fleet of advanced U.S. reactors.  I remember sitting in the White House 

and President Obama’s Climate Czar told me that the United States could 

not reach its clean energy goals without existing and new nuclear 

plants.  Yet we struggle to build them. 

  

Coal plants are being closed and the challenge of 24/7 baseload power, 

which is integral to renewable energy, looms heavy every day as businesses 

are counting on reliability.  While not the responsibility of the state of 

Georgia, I want to help our country maintain nuclear energy technology 

leadership in an age when Russia and China are building dozens of reactors 
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and preparing to export their technology around the world, thereby locking 

in countries in committed long-term, reciprocal trade relationships 

disadvantageous to U.S. interests, jobs and exports.  Yet plant Vogtle 

costs increased due to circumstances mostly beyond Georgia Power’s 

control. 

  

So you may wonder how this movie ended.   As often in public policy, a 

compromise was reached this week.  The Commission passed my motion to 

approve a new cost and schedule forecast for Georgia Power to finish this 

massive project.  At the same time, we are requiring them to share in the 

“pain” by reducing their overall revenue collection from current 

ratepayers by over $1.7 billion.  And at the end of the project, we are 

prepared to disallow every single penny of imprudent expenditures—

including schedule delays because of any mismanagement or failure to 

perform.  

  

I hope and pray that our decision will help you, your children and your 

grandchildren have a more prosperous and clean future.  Let me know what 

you think. 

  

Reach Tim Echols at techols@psc.state.ga.us or find me on Twitter at 

@timechols 

 
Commissioner Tim Echols  
@timechols 
Cell 706-340-0773 
244 Washington St SW 
Room 232 
Atlanta, GA 30334 
Office 404-656-4515 

From: Shana Waters [sepotter@southernco.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2017 7:49 AM 
To: Tim Echols 
Subject: Support the construction of Plant Vogtle

Dear Vice Chairman Tim Echols, 

Nuclear energy plays a vital role in Georgia. It is a non-carbon emitting source of energy that is not only clean, 
but also incredibly reliable – a key component to maintaining a secure electric supply. The nuclear energy 
industry provides 1,600 direct jobs and the construction of Vogtle is providing over 5,000 jobs to the state. It 
also provides 92 percent of the state’s emission-free electricity. 
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We must continue building upon the tangible benefits that nuclear energy provides to Georgia residents today to 
ensure a reliable, diverse, secure, and sustainable future for our state. As a result, I urge you to support the Plant 
Vogtle construction project. 

Thank you for your consideration and service. 

Regards,
Shana Waters  
322 Antioch Rd 
Sylvania, GA 30467  
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Jill Kysor

From: Tim Echols <timothyechols@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 02, 2018 12:43 PM
To: Philip Smith
Subject: Fwd: draft motion
Attachments: 29849 Echols Motion.doc.docx; ATT00001.htm

Commissioner Tim Echols  
706-340-0773
@timechols 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tim Echols <timothyechols@gmail.com>
Date: December 13, 2017 at 10:05:36 PM EST 
To: "deverett@psc.state.ga.us" <deverett@psc.state.ga.us>, Bubba McDonald 
<bubbapsc@gmail.com>, ceatonjr@gmail.com, "Stan Wise (stanwise@psc.state.ga.us)"
<stanwise@psc.state.ga.us>
Subject: draft motion

Here is a draft motion. Let me know your thoughts. 

--
@timechols 
404-656-4515
706-340-0773 (text or cell) 
244 Washington St SW, Room 232 
Atlanta, GA 30334 



Commissioner Motion:   
 
I move that the Commission adopt the following findings in response to Georgia 
Power Company’s Seventeenth Semi-Annual Vogtle Construction Monitoring 
Report (“VCM 17 Report”), and the Company’s requests as spelled out in their 
August 21, 2017 filing of that report (Docket 29849): 
 
1. The $542 million invested by Georgia Power during the VCM 17 reporting 
period should be verified and approved. 
 
2. Vogtle Units 3 & 4 should be completed. 
 
3. The Commission approves the Company’s revised cost, net of the 
monetized Toshiba Parent Guarantee, and schedule pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 46-3A-
7(b). 
 
4. The Commission will approve the revised project structure whereby SNC 
will construct, test, and bring to commercial operation the Units as a self-build 
Project. 
 
5. The Commission neither approves nor disapproves the revised Joint 
Owners Agreement. 
 
6. The finding that Vogtle Units 3 & 4 should be completed, the approval of 
the company’s revised cost, net of the monetized Toshiba Parent Guarantee, and 
schedule pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 46-3A-7(b), and the approval of the revised 
project structure, do not collectively or individually suggest that there is a cost 
cap or that the Commission has approved or disapproved the recovery of any of 
those costs from customers.  All decisions regarding cost recovery from customers 
will be made later in a manner consistent with Georgia law and the Stipulation 
approved by the Commission on January 3, 2017 and this Stipulation.  Any costs 
spent up to the revised cost forecast will be deemed reasonable, but will be 
subject to the findings and presumptions as defined in the SIR Stipulation 
approved on January 3, 2017, including, but not limited to Staff retaining the 
burden of proof on prudency on all capital costs above those identified in 
Paragraph 1 of the SIR Stipulation (the costs that were incurred, verified and 
approved through the 14th Vogtle) but below $5.680 billion and the Company 



retaining the burden of proof on prudency on all capital costs above $5.680 
billion. 
 
7. The Company’s ROE used to determine the NCCR beginning January 1,  
2018 will be reduced from 10% to 8%   Such lower ROE will first be used when 
adjusting the NCCR rate effective January 1, 2018.   The Company’s ROE used to 
determine the NCCR beginning January 1, 2021 will be reduced from 8% to 7%   
Such lower ROE will first be used when adjusting the NCCR rate effective January 
1, 2021. 
 
8. If Vogtle Unit 3 is not Commercially Operational by June 1, 2021, the 
Company’s ROE used to determine the NCCR related to Unit 3 capital costs will be 
further reduced 10 basis points each month, but not lower than the long-term 
cost of debt, until Unit 3 reaches Commercial Operation.  If Vogtle Unit 4 is not 
Commercially Operational by June 1, 2022, the Company’s ROE used to determine 
the NCCR related to Unit 4 capital costs will be further reduced 10 basis points 
each month, but not lower than the long-term cost of debt, until Unit 4 reaches 
Commercial Operation.     
  
9. Upon reaching fuel load of Unit 4, the Company may make a filing with the 
Commission to determine the adjustment to retail base rates necessary to include 
Units 3 and 4 into retail base rates.  During this review, the Commission will 
determine the remaining issues pertaining to prudence of Unit 3 and 4 costs.  
Such rate adjustment will be effective the first month after Unit 4 is Commercially 
Operational. 
 
10. The Company will monetize the Toshiba Parent Guaranty with the 
exception of granting each residential ratepayer three $25 monthly credits no 
later than the 3rd quarter of 2018.  A line item on bills reading “Vogtle Settlement 
Refund” will appear beside each refund. The balance of the proceeds will be 
applied to the CWIP balance which will have the effect of reducing the level of the 
NCCR and the Company’s earnings on the NCCR until the CWIP balance is built 
back up with actual investments to the original certified amount. The Company 
shall file before December 31, 2017 a revised NCCR tariff based on the actual 
amount of the monetization proceeds. 
 



11. If conditions change and assumptions upon which the Company’s VCM 17 
are based are either proven or disproven, Georgia Power and / or the PIA Staff 
may recommend that the Commission reconsider the decision to go forward. 
 
12. Except as otherwise clarified or modified in this stipulation, the Stipulation 
approved by the Commission on January 4, 2017 remains in full force and effect.   
 
13. Due to the Project changing from an EPC contract that was fixed and firm to 
a time-and-materials Company self-build configuration, the annual allowance for 
monitoring expenses will be increased by $500,000 per annum. 
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Jill Kysor

From: Tim Echols <techols@psc.state.ga.us>
Sent: Friday, December 15, 2017 5:13 PM
To: Stan Wise; Reece McAlister; Doug Everett; ceatonjr@gmail.com; bubbapsc@gmail.com
Subject: New tax bill is a lump of coal for Georgia’s troubled nuclear project | Political Insider

Commissioners, given the situation it may be best to push the vote back to the original date in February. 
 
That would give Johnny a chance to get this done in January. 
 
http://politics.blog.myajc.com/2017/12/15/new-tax-bill-is-a-lump-of-coal-for-georgias-troubled-nuclear-project/ 
 
 
Commissioner Tim Echols 
706-340-0773 
@timechols 
Sent from my iPhone 
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A utility industry watchdog group claims that emails between Georgia Public Service 
Commissioner nm Echols and Georgia Power suggest Echols is too •cozy" with the company 
that he regulates. 

The Georgia PSC is a relatively obscure state agency. regulating natural gas, 
teleconununications and Georgia Power, but the decisions it makes have an impact on 
Georgians' wallets. 

The commission oversees Georgia Power's progress on a nuclear expansion at Plant Vogtle. 
Georgia Power customers help pay for the project on their monthly bills. 

/wabe/) /wabenef!M]lto:dig On Dec. 21, 2017, the day the PSC voted to allow construction to continue at Plant Vogtle, 
Echols emailed Paul Bowers, the CEO of Georgia Power. 
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"Paul, not to get ahead of ourselves, but when we cut the ribbon for Unit 3i I want to see the 
President of the United States holding the scissors, and you and me on each side of him. Deal?" 
Echols wrote. 

•neal! I!" Bowers responded. 

Echols and other commissioners have been public about their support for the nuclear 
expansion, but Daniel Tait, research and communications manager at the Energy and Policy 
Institute, said that he sees a difference "between being supportive of nuclear and sending 
emails and communications before, during and after big decisions celebrating that fact with 
[Georgia Power]."' 

The Energy and Policy Institute, a national nonprofit group that advocates for renewable 
energy, obtained the emails via records requests and shared them with WABE. 
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On December 21, 2017,  the Georgia Public Service Commission ordered that 

Georgia Power’s electricity customers would continue being on the hook to pay for the 

company’s struggling Vogtle nuclear plant. The Commissioners, perhaps wary of the 

political optics of giving Georgia Power and its investors everything they wanted, also 

made a small reduction in Georgia Power’s return on equity (ROE) – the amount of 

profit that Georgia Power can earn from the project. 

The commissioners touted that haircut as an act of standing up for consumers and 

holding the utility accountable. In fact, the PSC’s ruling delivered substantial profits to 

Georgia Power, and ignored guidance from the PSC’s staff analysts that forcing 

customers to continue to pay for Vogtle’s construction would cost customers more 

money in the long run than canceling it. Moreover, records obtained by the Energy 

and Policy Institute detail ex-parte communications between Commissioner Echols 

and Georgia Power in the days leading up to the consequential December decision. 

Commissioner Echols made an initial motion to continue the Vogtle project, including 

one provision that allowed Georgia Power to profit from Vogtle Unit 3 a year earlier. 

This provision significantly reduced any potential benefit to consumers. During 

Georgia Power’s negotiations with the Public Service Commission staff two weeks 

earlier, staff told the Commissioners that this key provision would provide $39 million 

in benefit to Georgia Power. Yet Echols’ motion and the final order provided this key 

provision to Georgia Power.

As previously reported by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution in December 2017, 

Commissioner Echols appeared on WGAU (1340AM) and stated that should the 

Vogtle nuclear be canceled, electric rates would rise 6%. Echols said, “If we cancel it, 

then the $5 billion they’ve spent – we’ll have a hearing to determine if it was all 

prudent. And then they would take that $5 billion and put it into rates, and rates would 

jump about 6 percent, and we’d have nothing to show for it…”

Echols’ assertion did not sit well with Tom Bond of the PSC staff, according to records 

obtained by the Energy and Policy Institute via a Georgia Open Records Act request. 

Bond immediately fired off an email to Echols wondering how he arrived at the 6% 
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rate increase, since the PSC Staff’s analysis had said that canceling the project would 

save ratepayers money. In a subsequent email, Echols admitted that he received the 

number from Georgia Power, not the PSC’s staff of experts tasked with doing that 

analysis on behalf of the Commission.

Echols’ preferential treatment of Georgia Power continued just a few days later in a 

December 21, 2017 decision day email to Swann Seiler, Communications Manager 

for Georgia Power. Commissioner Echols asked Seiler, “Swann, I am guest hosting 

the Bill Edwards show on Dec 27 and looking for guests to come in studio. Have 

anyone in mind? Can you come in and talk about raising dogs, the power grid and 

Georgia Powers community service? Seiler was unable to appear but responded, 

“Thank you for your confidence in our company today.”

The conversation between Seiler and Echols goes on to discuss the bias of reporter 

“ML”, presumably Mary Landers of the Savannah Morning News. Echols also 

complains that Tom Barton of the same paper “has not been nice to me.”

President Trump also makes an appearance in a celebratory email from Echols to 

Georgia Power CEO Paul Bowers, as reported by WABE. On the day of the decision, 

Echols emailed Bowers: “Paul, not to get ahead of ourselves, but when we cut the 

ribbon for Unit 3, I want to see the President of the United States holding the scissors, 

and you and me on each side of him. Deal?” 

The emails may have violated rules governing ex parte communications, which hold 

that commissioners can not discuss a case with the parties to it outside of the official 

record. 

The email by Echols to Bowers was sent from Commissioner Echols’ personal email 

account, one of three email accounts Echols uses for official business purposes. 

Commissioner Echols has used techols@psc.state.ga.us, timothyechols@gmail.com, 

and psctim@gmail.com for official business. Ex parte communications are a key 

argument in a petition for judicial review filed by the Southern Environmental Law 

Center on behalf of its clients, the Partnership for Southern Equity and Georgia 
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Interfaith Power & Light. The petition asks for the courts to invalidate the Georgia 

PSC’s decision to proceed with the troubled Vogtle project.

Additional documents requested by the Energy and Policy Institute may have been 

unavailable because of improper and possibly illegal deletion of messages by Echols, 

who stated that his PSC-paid Verizon cell phone auto-deletes text messages after 30 

days.  

That practice may violate Georgia state law. 

According to the Georgia Archives website, “Georgia retention periods are determined 

by the content of the record, not by its format. Whether a record is on paper, in 

electronic form, or on microfilm, it must be retained for as long as the retention 

schedule specifies.” Georgia law requires general administrative correspondence, 

regardless of the medium, to be retained for 5 years, whereas administrative 

communications regarding an official event must be retained permanently. Auto-

deletion of text messages older than 30 days, without regard to the content of the 

message, is not compatible with any retention schedule under Georgia law.

Photo: Georgia PSC Commissioner Tim Echols (center) following a tour of the Vogtle 

plant. Photo c/o NRC flickr page.
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1

Jill Kysor

From: Tim Echols <timothyechols@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2017 8:17 AM
To: Chuck Eaton; Stan Wise; Doug Everett; Lauren McDonald
Subject: Final motion
Attachments: Echols motion.pdf

Commissioners, here is the final motion correcting one typo. Please use this version.  I had hoped to get ROE 
down to 8.0 but couldn't work it out. 

I have included my rationale on this copy. 

Tim

--
"Collaboration Enables Acceleration" 
@timechols 
404-656-4515
706-340-0773 (text or cell) 
244 Washington St SW, Room 232 
Atlanta, GA 30334 
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Motion 
VCM 17 

 
I move that the Commission adopt the following findings in response to Georgia 
Power Company’s Seventeenth Semi-Annual Vogtle Construction Monitoring 
Report (“VCM 17 Report”), and the Company’s requests as spelled out in their 
August 31, 2017 filing of that report (Docket 29849). Rather than read this motion 
verbatim before getting a second, I will go ahead and ask for a second so that I 
may give my rationale and allow for discussion as I read each element of the 
motion. 
 
1. The $542 million invested by Georgia Power during the VCM 17 reporting 
period should be verified and approved. 
 

The main issue here is whether the amounts paid by the Owners to clear 
liens and to Westinghouse and Flour after the bankruptcy were reasonable 
to pay.  The testimony was persuasive, particularly that of Professor 
Williams, that these payments were critical and necessary to keep this 
project moving forward.  Without them, it is almost certain that the Project 
would have come to a stop and it would have been far more expensive to re 
start it now, if we could have even done so now.  In my view, since these 
payments were necessary, they should be approved. 

 
2. Vogtle Units 3 & 4 should be completed. 
 

The Company and Owners analysis shows that continuing Units 3 & 4 is cost 
effective at its revised schedule and revised cost, which as I will explain, I 
will modify.  Staff finds otherwise after its analysis.  But everyone agrees 
that both analysis depend heavily on the forecast of future natural gas 
prices, and we all agree we have no crystal ball on that.  I am not willing to 
trust anyone’s snapshot forecast today of future gas prices as a basis for 
abandoning the nearly $5 billion we already have invested in this 60 to 80-
year asset.   
 
In addition, we have a responsibility to look to the broad public interest in a 
matter of this importance.  Beyond the pure numbers, we have an 
obligation to ensure safe, reliable and cost-effective electricity for 
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generations to come. During the construction of Vogtle 1 & 2 some studies 
showed and many opponents argued that those units be stopped.  I firmly 
believe that in the future, Georgians will look back on this decision today 
and be as grateful for it as we are for the decisions to complete Units 1 & 2. 
 

3. The Commission approves and finds reasonable the Company’s revised 
schedule and cost forecast. The approved cost forecast, however, will be reduced 
by the actual amounts of the Toshiba Parent Guarantee applied to the project’s 
construction work in progress (“CWIP”) balance. This places the approved revised 
capital cost forecast at $7.3 Billion. 
 

The Company asked us to approve an $8.9 billion capital forecast.  The 
Toshiba parent guarantee has now been paid in full, and after netting out 
the costs to achieve that payment and the credits I will propose later in this 
motion, we should reduce the forecast to take into consideration the 
amounts that will go to reduce the capital costs of this project.  The Owners 
deserve to have their efforts recognized.  They achieved payment in full for 
that parent guarantee, but they achieved it for the customers’ benefit and 
that’s who should benefit.  We should not approve the Company’s higher 
forecast that was made before the payment of the parent guarantee.  So, I 
prefer to only approve the forecast net of the payment amounts from 
Toshiba that will be used to reduce the capital costs.  

 
4. The Commission will approve the revised project structure whereby 
Southern Nuclear will construct, test, and bring to commercial operation the Units 
as a self-build Project. 

 
Company and Staff witnesses all agreed that production and productivity 
has markedly improved at the site since SNC and Bechtel have taken over.  
We should acknowledge that while at the same time challenging the project 
leadership and craft workers to maintain if not improve their productivity 
while ensuring safety and quality. 

 
5. The Commission neither approves nor disapproves the revised Joint 
Owners Agreement. 
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There was a lot of discussion about this during the hearings, but the 
Company has said it isn’t asking us to approve this agreement, so I see no 
reason to do so. 

 
6. No directives or findings in any part of this motion suggest there is a cost 
cap or that the Commission has approved or disapproved the recovery of any 
costs from customers.  All decisions regarding cost recovery from customers will 
be made later in a manner consistent with Georgia law and the Stipulation 
approved by the Commission on January 3, 2017 and this decision.  Any costs 
spent up to the revised cost forecast will be deemed reasonable, but will be 
subject to the findings and presumptions as defined in the SIR Stipulation 
approved on January 3, 2017.  This includes the Company retaining the burden of 
proof on prudency on all capital costs above $5.680 billion. 
 

My motion does not impose a cost cap on the project, and it doesn’t 
disallow any costs at this time.  But I want to be clear that it also doesn’t 
guarantee the Company cost recovery of any costs.  We will review all costs 
for recovery under the prudence standard when construction is complete.  
Any costs found to be imprudent will not be recovered from customers. 
 

7. The Company’s ROE used to determine the NCCR beginning January 1, 2020 
will be reduced from 10% to 8.7%.   This lower ROE will first be used when 
adjusting the NCCR rate effective January 1, 2020.   The Company’s ROE used to 
determine the NCCR beginning January 1, 2021 will be reduced further from 8.7% 
to 5.3% or the Company’s average cost of long term debt, whichever is higher. 
This lower ROE will first be used when adjusting the NCCR rate effective January 
1, 2021.  The ROE used to calculate AFUDC for the Project beginning in 2018 will 
be the Company’s average cost of long term debt. 

 
Already programmed under the current stipulation is a cut to ROE beginning 
January 1, 2021.  That existing reduction goes from 10% to 7% as an 
incentive to get the plants done sooner.  As an added inducement to have 
the Company bring the units on line, my motion in this matter starts the 
cuts a year earlier and makes them deeper.  Further, this motion proposes 
another round of deeper cuts to 5.3% starting 11-months before Unit 3 is to 
come on-line, and then again deeper cuts six months before the Units are to 
come on line. 
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Our Staff did a great job negotiating the last stipulation that we approved 
earlier this year.  Unlike the Company, our Staff correctly anticipated a 
schedule delay and cost increase, and built into that earlier stipulation 
substantial penalties to the Company and protections for customers if that 
were to occur, as it has.  While that has protected our customers, I don’t 
think the Company should continue to profit at the same levels from this 
recent delay.  My motion would reduce the Company’s profits by about 20% 
from their normally authorized 10.95% ROE and would cut it by about half 
for the AFUDC calculations. 
 
In doing this, I recognize that the Company still needs to attract the nearly 
$1.4 billion in capital to complete the Units.  About half of that is financed 
by debt, and half from the equity markets.  If we tell investors they will get 
no return on their investment used to complete the Units, we may not be 
able to finish the Units, but I do expect them to share in a substantial 
portion of the cost in finishing them.  This should also serve as a powerful 
incentive to the Company to work as fast and safely as they can to finish 
these units.   
 
My motion, along with the original stipulation and impact of reducing the 
NCCR balance to absorb the parent guarantee, will result in appropriately 
$700 million in reduced earnings and revenues to the company and nearly 
$1.5 billion in customer benefits, more than $1.1 billion of which will never 
be paid by customers, and $525 million will be deferred to be collected over 
the 60 years of the life of the project. 

  
We should recognize that this level of shareholder impact is already bigger 
than the impact to the Company of the Vogtle 1 & 2 disallowance and we 
have not even yet addressed the prudence questions. 
 
And let’s not forget that ratepayers have already received the benefit of 
approximately $4 billion in cost overruns that were absorbed by 
Westinghouse and CBI thanks to the fixed and firm contract that was in 
place.  
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8. Upon reaching Commercial Operation of Unit 3, which is expected to be in 
November 2021, retail base rates will be adjusted to include the costs related to 
Unit 3 and common facilities deemed prudent in the January 3, 2017 Stipulation.  
This rate adjustment will be effective the first month after Unit 3 is in commercial 
operation. 
 

Like the ROE reductions, I just talked about, this provision works as a carrot 
to the stick.  I want to do everything we can to incent the Company to 
continue the pace they have shown over the past six or seven months to 
finish these Units and to bring them into service as safely and quickly as 
they can.  

 
9. If Vogtle Unit 3 is not Commercially Operational by June 1, 2021, the 
Company’s ROE used to determine the NCCR related to Unit 3 capital costs will be 
further reduced 10 basis points each month, but not lower than the long-term 
cost of debt, until Unit 3 reaches Commercial Operation.  If Vogtle Unit 4 is not 
Commercially Operational by June 1, 2022, the Company’s ROE used to determine 
the NCCR related to Unit 4 capital costs will be further reduced 10 basis points 
each month, but not lower than the long-term cost of debt, until Unit 4 reaches 
Commercial Operation.    
 

This provision encourages the Company to finish sooner rather than later.  It 
starts further reductions in the profits if they haven’t finished by these 
dates, which are actually six months earlier than their currently proposed 
schedule.  While I think their “plus 29 months” schedule is reasonable, the 
project is currently working at a “plus 23 months” schedule pace and I want 
them to try to make that.    

  
10. Upon reaching fuel load of Unit 4, the Company may make a filing with the 
Commission to determine the adjustment to retail base rates necessary to include 
the remaining amounts of Units 3 and 4 into retail base rates.  During this review, 
the Commission will determine the remaining issues pertaining to prudence of 
Unit 3 and 4 costs.  Such rate adjustment will be effective the first month after 
Unit 4 is Commercially Operational. 
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This is where we provide for the prudence review making it clear that we 
will finally decide what costs are put into rates, and what costs might be 
disallowed.  

 
11. The Company will take a portion of the amounts received from the Toshiba 
Parent Guaranty and credit each customer with three $25 monthly credits to be 
received no later than the 3rd quarter of 2018.  A line item on bills reading “Vogtle 
Settlement Refund” will appear beside each refund. The balance of the proceeds 
received from Toshiba, net of the Company’s costs to obtain that payment and 
net of the costs of providing those customer credits, will be applied to the CWIP 
balance.  This will have the effect of reducing the level of the NCCR and the 
Company’s earnings on the NCCR until the CWIP balance is built back up with 
actual investments to the original certified amount of $4.418 billion.  Before 
January 31, 2018, the Company will file a revised NCCR tariff based on the actual 
amount of the monetization proceeds.  
 

This is the best way to give the immediate benefit of the parent guarantee 
to the customers who are, and have been paying the NCCR.  We should 
recognize that not only did the Owners get Toshiba to agree to the full value 
of the parent guarantee that backed up WEC’s damages owed to the 
Owners, but the Owners also secured the immediate payment of 100% of 
that $3.68 billion for the benefit their customers.  I will note that the 
Summer owners were only able to get 91.5% of their lower parent 
guarantee.   The difference between 100% and 91.5% means $312 million 
additional benefit for Georgians. 

 
12. It is unknown at this time if Congress will extend the production tax credits.  
While these tax credits do not affect the Project’s capital costs that we are dealing 
with here, they do impact the overall operating costs.  My motion to go forward is 
based on the assumption that these PTC’s will, in fact, be extended.  But, if they 
are not, or if other conditions change and assumptions upon which the 
Company’s VCM 17 are based are either proven or disproven, the Commission 
may reconsider the decision to go forward. 
 

This provision simply recognizes that whatever decision we make today is 
based on our best projection of the future.  Look at it this way.  If we were 
to stop the project today because we think gas prices will always be as low 
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as they are today for the next 60 or 80 years, or if we were to stop today 
because we think PTCs will not be passed, and gas prices go up or PTCs are 
extended, we would have made an irreversible mistake.  This provision lets 
us go forward with the opportunity to reconsider in the future if we choose 
to.  

 
13. Except as otherwise clarified or modified in this motion, the Stipulation 
approved by the Commission on January 3, 2017 remains in full force and effect. 
 

It is important to recognize that my motion today does not change the great 
work the Staff did last year on that stipulation.  My motion just adds both 
carrots and sticks in light of the new circumstances of the Westinghouse 
bankruptcy that no one anticipated last year.  

 
14.  The Commission will continue to conduct semi-annual VCM reviews and, as 
appropriate, verify and approve all expenditures on a semi-annual basis 
regardless of whether they exceed the original certified amount.  
 

The Commission should not stop exercising its responsibility to verify and 
approve future expenditures.  This is an important customer protection we 
should not abandon.  To be clear, however, we will not be judging prudence 
in those VCMs, nor be assuring cost recovery to the Company.  All questions 
of cost recovery will be made after a prudence review at the end of 
construction. 

 
15. Due to the Project changing from an EPC contract that was fixed and firm to 
a time-and-materials Company self-build configuration, the annual allowance for 
monitoring expenses will be increased by $500,000 per annum. 
 
16.  Finally, my proposal also recognizes the need to continue to develop other 
carbon free sources of generation.  I propose that we authorize 5 MW for 
additional community solar projects and that, to the extent allowed by other 
regulatory bodies, the Company will site all or part of the 5 MW community solar 
facility at the plant Vogtle site.  Our future correctly includes both new nuclear as 
well as solar and other renewables. 
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Civil Action No. 2018CV302 l 52 



STATE OF GEORGIA 

FULTON COUNTY 

AFFIDAVIT OF ELIZABETH COYLE 

Now appeared before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, 

Elizabeth "Liz" Coyle, who after first being duly sworn under oath stated as follows: 

1. 

My name is Liz Coyle. I am over the age of eighteen, under no disability, and I am 

competent in all respects to give the testimony set forth herein. I have personal knowledge of the 

matters stated herein. 

2. 

I am the Executive Director of Georgia Watch, a nonprofit organization dedicated to 

addressing the needs and interests of Georgia citizens on a wide range of matters including 

energy issues through its Consumer Energy Program. Georgia Watch routinely intervenes in 

matters before the Georgia Public Service Commission ("Commission"), including those relating 

to the ongoing construction of two new nuclear units, Units 3 and 4, at the Plant Vogtle site near 

Waynesboro, Georgia. 

3. 

On behalf of Georgia Watch, I personally participated in the proceeding before the 

Commission styled as the Seventeenth Vogtle Semi-Annual Construction Monitoring Report 

("VCM 17"), Docket No. 29849, which commenced in late August 2017. Unlike prior 

proceedings to evaluate the ongoing construction of Units 3 and 4 at Plant Vogtle, the VCM 17 



expressly considered whether to continue the Vogtle expansion despite a near doubling of the 

original project cost and more than five years of delay to the construction schedule. 

4. 

The inclusion of this weighty question into an otherwise routine construction mo1titoring 

proceeding created an unlevel playing field resulting in a Commission Order that advantaged 

Georgia Power Company and its shareholders while shifting undue burden and financial risks 

onto Georgia consumers. 

5. 

Indeed, public statements made by at least two of the Commissioners before the hearings 

even started show that they had already made up their minds. Of the several options available to 

them - abandon the project, complete one or both nuclear reactors, or meet future electric 

demand with an alternative fuel source or demand-side management - these Commissioners, 

Chairman Stan Wise and Vice-Chairman Tim Echols, had foreclosed all but one option: 

complete both reactors. Their determination to achieve that result set the stage for events that 

followed, including cutting short the proceeding to force a vote just days before Christmas and, 

apparently, engaging in ex prute communications to fashion a final order acceptable to Georgia 

Power. 

6. 

On August 15, 201 7, just two weeks before Georgia Power was required to file its 17tJi 

VCM report, the Commission passed a resolution instructing Georgia Power to include in its 

filing whether it intended to finish constructing the w1its. Against the objections of PSC Staff 

Attorney Jeff Stair and myself on behalf of Georgia Watch and our interest in reducing the 



energy burden on Georgia households, Chairman Wise's motion included, "Should the 

Commission approve revisions to the cost and schedule?" This effectively opened the door to 

continue building the Units at double the original cost and over an additional five years with 

confidence that the Co1mnission would later allow the Company to recover these substantially 

higher costs from ratepayers. 

7. 

The very day the August 15, 2017 resolution passed, Chairman Wise was quoted by Dave 

Williams of The Atlanta Business Chronicle as saying "We know full well the current schedule 

and costs are no longer viable. This vote today sends a message to the company, the company's 

partners, ratepayers, and Wall Street that the commission continues to be supportive of this 

project provided it can be done economically." (Exhibit 1.) Given that Commissioner Wise 

made this statement after Southern Company had reported the price tag for Vogtle 3 & 4 would 

nearly double, it is hard to fathom a context in which Wise actually would find the project was 

"uneconomical" for Georgia's ratepayers. 

8. 

Nearly a month before the first witness was sworn Chairman Wise announced that he 

would not run for re-election. In a letter to Governor Deal dated October 17, 2017, Chairman 

Wise made his mindset regarding the project unmistakably clear: 

"I nonetheless have unfinished business at the Commission. As you know, Georgia has 

two additional nuclear units under construction at Plant Vogtle. The Public Service 

Commission has scheduled a critical vote to take place in early February of2018 in PSC 

Docket 29849 as pait of its determination of the continuation or cancellation of that 



project. As an unabashed supporter of nuclear power, I intend to be present for that vote 

and will resign shortly thereafter so that you may appoint my successor prior to the 

qualifying period for the 2018 elections." 

(Exhibit 2.) To any reasonable and objective observer, the above statements by Commissioner 

Wise created the impression that he planned to stick around just long enough to seal the Vogtle 

deaJ in favor of Georgia Power. 

9. 

Finally, in a story published October 29, 2017 in The Post and Courier, Commissioner 

Wise was quoted by Tony Bartelme as saying that Georgia is "better off today with [the Vogtle 

project] going forward." (Exhibit 3.) 

JO. 

Through all of these statements, Commissioner Wise committed his vote to proceed with 

construction of a project that gave every indication of being a "money pit" that will end in 

profligate waste of Georgia ratepayer money. 

I 1, 

Vice-Chairman Tim Echols similarly displayed pro-Company bias on numerous 

occasions before the evidentiary proceedings in YCM 17 began. In an op-ed published in the 

August 18, 2017 edition of The Wall Street Journal, Commissioner Echols wrote that continued 

construction is ''the right call- for their owners, including Southern Co., as well as for Georgia 

and the U.S." (Exhibit 4.) In language invoking divine ordination, Vice-Chairman Echols called 

for construction against all the odds: 



"Georgia is pressing ahead-despite fears fanned by the 2011 tsunami in Fukushima, 

Japan, and despite the financial meltdown that put the reactor designer, Westinghouse, in 

bankruptcy this year. Against great challenges Georgia and Southern Co. persist. With 

vision, perseverance and God's help we will make the Vogtle reactors America's next 

nuclear-energy flagship." Id. 

12. 

Commissioner Echols promoted his editorial by issuing a press release entitled 

"Commissioner Tim Echols Calls for Continued Construction of Plant Vogtle Nuclear Units in 

Wall Street Journal Op-Ed." (Exhibit 5.) At the time, Southern Company had already reported 

that the estimated price tag to complete the Vogtle units had nearly doubled. Thus 

Commissioner Echols appeared to commit himself to vote for continued construction of the 

Vogtle units months before the Administrative Session where the votes would actually be cast. 

13. 

That the proceeding was a mere charade en route to a predetermined result became clear 

as it unfolded. In December, at the outset of the second round of hearings, Chairman Wise 

announced that the Commission would shorten the proceeding by more than 40 days. Thus, the 

hearings would conclude following testimony from Commission Advocacy Staff and Intervenors 

and the Commission would issue a fmal decision just eight days later. In addition, Commissioner 

Wise announced that the Commission would not enforce its own ex parte rule, such that 

Commissioners and Georgia Power could freely engage in ex parte discussions in the days 

leading up to the final decision. 

14. 



Although I do not know for a fact that the Commissioners and Georgia Power did 

proceed to engage in ex parte communications, or if they did, what the substance of those 

communications were, I can relate what I personally observed at the December 21 , 2017 Special 

Administrative Session where the Commissioners took their final vote. There, after hearing final 

oral arguments from the parties, the Commissioners elected to ignore the recommendation of 

their own Advisory Staff, which was to approve continuation of the project only on terms that 

made economic sense for ratepayers. Instead, Vice-Chairman Echols unveiled a seven-page, l 6-

point motion that approved continuing the project according to Georgia Power's revised cost 

estimate and schedule. The motion included a provision benefitting Georgia Power that had not 

been litigated at any point during the proceeding. Specifically, the motion allowed for the 

decoupling of Units 3 and 4, thereby putting Unit 3 into the rate base on an earlier schedule and 

prior to completion of both units. Not only was this provision never the subject of any testimony 

or exhibit put into evidence, it covered a topic that the Procedural and Scheduling Order entered 

at the outset of the proceeding had expressly stated would not be addressed. 

15. 

As it turns out, the decoupling provision was one that Georgia Power had sought during 

settlement discussions with Commission Staff occrnTing in late November 2017. Commission 

Staff rejected this and other demands made by Georgia Power, and the settlement negotiations 

concluded unsuccessfully on December 1, 2017 with this statement by counsel for Georgia 

Power: "Given our differing views ofreasonableness, we be1ieve that this question should be 

decided by the Commissioners in this matter. In the end, they are the only ones whose view of 

reasonableness really matters." (Exhibit 6.) 

16. 



Before the final vote on Commissioner Echols' motion, Commissioner McDonald 

made a motion to strike the decoupling provision on the basis that it eroded much, if not all of 

the ratepayer savings claimed elsewhere in the motion. Commissioner McDonald's motion failed 

for lack of a second. Commissioner McDonald also successfully proposed bifurcating a portion 

of the Echols motion that called for Georgia Power to add a small amount of solar capacity on or 

near the Plant Vogtle site. The bifurcated portion was voted on separately and passed by a vote 

of3-2. On the main Echols motion, Commissioner Chuck Eaton proposed that Georgia Power's 

rate of return (beginning January 1, 2020) be reduced from 10% to 8.3%, rather than the 8. 7% in 

the motion. Before offering that amendment, Commissioner Eaton inquired as to why the 

Company's rate ofretum could not be reduced further, to 8.0%. Commissioner Echols replied 

that it was his understanding, apparently from his discussions with the Company, that an 8.0% 

rate ofretum would "kill the project." Ultimately, the Commissioners voted unanimously to 

approve Commissioner Echols' main motion with the only modification consisting of 

Commissioner Eaton's amendment lowering Georgia Power's rate ofretum to 8.3%. 

17. 

Immediately following the vote, Chairman Wise asked Georgia Power whether they 

could state if the terms were acceptable to allow continuation of the project. Without hesitation, 

Georgia Power's attorney, Mr. Kevin Greene, replied in the affirmative. At no point during the 

Special Administrative Session were the intervening parties given the opportunity to express 

opposition to the terms of the settlement the Co1mnissioners and Company had apparently 

reached as a result of ex parte communications. 

18. 



In a press conference immediately following the vote Chairman Wise said, " I never had 

the intention of any other vote today .. . other than yes, we agreed to go forward." Vice Chairman 

Echols was asked about discussions with Georgia Power regarding his motion. While he 

declined to provide specifics, Commissioner Echols responded that "ultimately, they were read 

in and gave feedback" on its provisions. 

19. 

That same day an opinion-editorial authored by Commissioners Echols and Eaton was 

published online by the Atlanta Business Chronicle. The article appeared on-line at I 0:26 a.m. 

on December 21 51, which means it was submitted for publication even before the parties to the 

VCM 17 had completed their closing arguments. In the op-ed the Commissioners defended their 

vote to continue the Vogtle expansion at the almost-doubled price tag. (Exhibit 7.) 

20. 

On January 22, 2018, Georgia Watch filed a motion for reconsideration and rehearing. 

Georgia Watch asked the Commission to revisit its final decision on the grounds, among others, 

that the Commission had violated its ex parte rule by, apparently, meeting and negotiating a final 

resolution with Georgia Power and that the parties had no notice of or opportunity to respond to 

the decoupling provision. In fact, regarding the decoupling provision, the parties bad the 

opposite: an assurance in the Procedural and Scheduling Order that the requirement that Units 3 

and 4 would go into rate base at the same time, following Unit 4's completion, would not be 

changed. The Commission unanimously denied Georgia Watch's motion. 

21. 



For the foregoing reasons and based upon my personal knowledge, it is my opinion as a 

participant in VCM 17 that the Commission was biased in favor of Georgia Power Company's 

preferred disposition of VCM 17 even before VCM 17 formally began and notwithstanding 

opposition to Georgia Power Company's positions not only of the Public Interest Advocacy 

Staff, but of the Commission's own Advisory Staff. In the service of this bias, the 

Commissioners employed ex parte communications to accomplish their predetermined ends. By 

conferring ex parte, it appears the Commission and Georgia Power Company collaborated to, 

first, negotiate in secret and, second, coordinate their public relations efforts to defend their 

secret disposition of VCM 17 while maintaining an illusion that the Commission was working on 

behalf of ratepayers. I believe that discovery is warranted to uncover the full nature and extent of 

these apparently improper ex parte communications, which denied all parties a fair process and 

produced such an unfavorable result for Georgia Power customers. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

Dated this / O'iayofMay, 2018. 

Sworn to and subscribed before me 

This \b~ay of May, 2018. 

~~ 
NOT ARY PUBLIC 

My commission expires: 

CHESTER ROSS TROWER 111 
Notary Public - State of Georgia 

Cobb County 
My Commission Expires Jan 12, 2021 
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From the Atlanta Business Chronicle: 
https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2017/08/15/georgia-psc-supports-continuingplant
vogtle.html 

Georgia PSC supports continuing Plant Vogtle 
project 
Aug 15, 2017, 12:21pm EDT Updated: Aug ts, 2017. 5:t5pm EDT 

Georgia energy regulators want Georgia Power Co. to show what it 
would cost to finish the over-budget nuclear expansion at Plant 
Vogtle and how long it will take to complete the project. 

In a vote that essentially endorsed continuing the work. the state 
Public Service Commission passed a resolution Tuesday instructing 
the Atlanta-based utility to indicate in a progress report on Vogtle 
due by the end of this month whether it intends to finish the 
construction of two additional nuclear reactors at the plant south of BYRON E. sMALL 

Augusta, Ga .. or abandon the project. Plant vagt1a. May 201e 

Two South Carolina utilities called it quits late last month on a similar nuclear expansion project there, 
citing the same cost overruns and scheduling delays that have plagued Plant Vogtle. After that 
announcement, Vogtle's critics called on Georgia Power to follow South Carolina's example and stop the 
Vogtle project before ratepayers suffer more financial losses. 

Georgia Power parent Southern Co. already has disclosed that finishing the Vogtle expansion will cost 
nearly twice the original amount budgeted - $25.2 bill Ion according to extrapolations that followed a 
Southern earnings call Aug. 2- and that the project is running six years behind schedule. Georgia Power 
also likely would have answered many of the 14 questions posed about the project posed in Tuesday's 
resolution without prompting from the PSC. 

But PSC Chairman Stan Wise, who sponsored the resolution, called it an important step for the 

commission. 

•we know full well the current schedule and costs are no longer viable," he said. "This vote today sends a 
message to the company, the company's partners, ratepayers, and Wall Street that the commission 

continues to be supportive of this project provided it can be done economically." 

Commissioner Tim Echols amended Wise's motion with a provision that if Georgia Power chooses to 
abandon the Vogtle expansion, the PSC reserves the right to "rescind or revise• any future orders 
governing the project. 
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Echols said his amendment was an effort to give the PSC flexibility to respond if Georgia Power or any of 

the other three partners building the project decides to pull out unilaterally. The South Carolina project 

fell apart when one of its two partner utilities pulled the plug. 

RMy concern is if what happened in South Carolina .•• happens here, without additional clarification our 

ratepayers could be put at a disadvantage," Echols said. 

Commissioner Lauren "Bubban McDonald was the only "non vote on Wise's resolution, which passed 4-1. 

McDonald attempted unsuccessfully in June to convince the PSC to stop Georgia Power from collecting a 

nuclear surcharge from ratepayers while the Vogtle expansion remains unfinished, a right both the 

commission and the General Assembly gave the utility in 2009. 

On a related matter Tuesday, the PSC unanimously approved $222 million Georgia Power reported 

spending on the project during the last six months of last year. 

Dave Williams 
Steff Writer 
At/ants Business Chronicle JI 
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1MMISSIONERS: 

AN WISE, CHAIRMAN 
4UCK EATON 
"G. ECHOLS 
DOUG EVERETT 
'UREN " BUBBA" McDONALD, JR. 

(~cnrgin ljlublic ~l~r&icc CC0111111issiou 
04) 656·4501 
00) 282-5813 

October 171 2017 

Governor Nathan Deal 
Office of the Governor 
206 Washington Street 
11 1 State Capitol 
Atlanta Georgia 30334 

Dear Governor Deal. 

244 WASHINGTON STREET. S.W. 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30334-5701 

DEBORAH K. FLANNAGAN 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

REECE McALISTER 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

FAX: (404) 656-2341 
WVIW.psc.state.ga.us 

As you may be aware. on October 4. 2017. I announced that I will not qualify in March for re
election to the seat l have held on the Public Service Commission for nearly 23 years. I have 

been proud to serve alongside you that entire time. as we both became Republican officeholders 
in 1995. 

My announcement was silent on whether l intend lo serve out my cun·cnt tem1. After careful 
thought, I have decided that early next year I will resign. creating a vacancy mid-tenn. Denise 
has recently retired and we have our first grandchild. Life cont inues to bring us change, in good 
ways. 

l nonetheless have unfinished business at the Commission. As you know. Georgia has two 
additional nuclear units under construction at Plant Vogtle. ·1 he Public ervice Commission has 
scheduled a critical vote to take place in early February of 2018 in P 'C Docket 29849 as pan of 
its dctem1ination of the continuation or cancellation of that project. As an unabashed supporter 
of nuclear power. I intend to be present for that \'Otc nn<l will resign sho11ly thereafter so that you 
may appoint my successor prior to the qualifying period for the 10 18 elections. 

I have been proud to serve the people of Georgia. I look forward to continuing to do so my final 
months in oflice. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Wisc 
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Workers from across the nation have moved here to build two nuclear reactors, so from 

Missouri and Texas, welders and electricians pile into cars and trucks. From Georgia and 

South Carolina, they form a line out the gates to a country road that's stop and go. 

Georgia's Vogtle nuclear reactor project is just 130 miles from South Carolina's V.C. 

Summer Nuclear Station, but activity at the two complexes couldn't be more different. 

At South Carolina's V.C. Summer site north of Columbia, parking lots are mostly empty. 

Many areas resemble junkyards after workers there lost their jobs and walked off the 

site in July. Left behind: trucks with their doors wide open; construction plans scattering 

in the wind, and tens of millions of dollars in equipment and supplies, now rusting and 

rotting away. 

But here in the pine lands and cotton fields south of Augusta, nearly 6,000 workers still 

have jobs. And, at shift change on this rainy Monday afternoon, they create an hour-long 

traffic jam. Behind them, a dozen cranes rise from a vast parking lot that's still packed. 

Two new cooling towers stand so high they merge with rain clouds. 

The Vogtle and V.C. Summer nuclear projects were identical twins. Both had the same 

reactor design, the same contractor, the same modular construction strategy. They 

began at roughly the same time in the late 2000s. Both benefited from new laws that 

shifted financial risks from utilities to ratepayers. But only one of these twins survived. 

Why? 

A deeper look at the Vogtle nuclear project helps explain what happened to its South 

Carolina twin, how Westinghouse bungled construction at both sites. It exposes South 

Carolina's lax oversight and how this failed to give ratepayers a true picture of V.C. 

Summer's problems. Georgia, meantime, had monitors who consistently and 

painstakingly pointed out the project's problems - in public. Ultimately, Vogtle's story 

shows how money and political power triumphed over incompetence, at least so far. 

Nuclear renaissance 

The Vogtle nuclear complex is roughly 

halfway between Allendale and Augusta, just 

off a two-lane road that roughly follows the 

Savannah River. Amid the area's rolling hills 

Crossing borders: SCANA execs 
donate to campaigns of Georgia 
utility regulators 

are a scattering of modest homes, dozens of RV parks for workers and two convenience 

stores. A prodigious amount of roadkill is a testament to its remote location and heavy 

construction traffic. 
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Southern Company's subsidiary, Georgia Power, began work here in 1974 on two 

nuclear reactors, Vogtle 1 and 2. The company named them after Alvin W. Vogtle, a 

former chairman and president, who among other things was a World War II prisoner of 

war. The feisty Vogtle tried to break out four times, succeeding on his fifth. His exploits 

inspired Steve McQueen's character in the movie "The Great Escape." 

Georgia Power's relationship with nuclear power isn't so different than its persistent 

former chairman. In 1979, while Vogtle 1 and 2 units were still under construction, 

Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island plant had a near meltdown. Public support for nuclear 

power cooled, and chilled even more after Russia's Chernobyl blast in 1986. But Georgia 

Power kept pushing forward. Vogtle 1 finally went on line in 1987, and Unit 2 in 1989. 

By then, America's nuclear construction industry had begun a two-decade 

hibernation. Burned by high costs and numerous failures, energy producers moved 

toward coal and natural gas. 

But in the early 2000s, Georgia Power and other utilities were ready to try again. In 2003, 

a little-known group, NuStart Energy, formed to usher in a new era of nuclear power in 

the United States. The group included Southern Company, SCANA and nine other 

utilities, mostly in the South. joining them were Westinghouse and General Electric, each 

with a new reactor design. They stood to make tens of billions of dollars if this nuclear 

renaissance materialized. 

The power of Georgia Power 

Things would be different this time, Westinghouse promised then and still does today. 

Westinghouse had a new reactor design, the AP1000. It incorporated the latest 

technology. Old reactors use pumps to shower water onto overheating reactors, but the 

AP1000 relied on a nearly 800,000-gallon container of water above the reactor. In an 

emergency, water would pour onto the reactor and prevent a meltdown. 

And new plants would be constructed differently, Westinghouse advertised. Instead of 

doing nearly all work onsite, key components would be fabricated off site at dedicated 

factories. These modules would then be shipped to work sites and assembled like giant 

Legos. This approach would cut costs and improve quality, especially if Westinghouse 

produced reactors in large numbers as the industry hoped. 

Utilities and their lobbyists went to work. In the mid 2000s, they prodded state 

legislatures to pass pro-nuclear laws. These new laws, including South Carolina's Base 

Load Review Act, generally shifted financial risks of new reactors from utilities to 

ratepayers. 
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The industry's campaign was particularly aggressive in Georgia. Energy-related PACs and 

lobbyists poured money into campaign coffers of lawmakers and utility regulators alike. 

Unlike South Carolina, where lawmakers appoint commissioners, Georgia's 

commissioners are elected. Campaign donations even crossed state lines, with SCANA 

executives chipping in at least $53,000 since 2006, according to a compilation by the 

Energy and Policy Institute, a watchdog group. All told, lobbyists and utility players 

pumped nearly $2 million into commissioners' campaigns over the past decade. 

Georgia Power "has deep tentacles and deep relationships" at all levels of government, 

said Glenn Richardson, Georgia's House Speaker from 2004 to 2010, the first Republican 

since Reconstruction to hold the post. He said Georgia Power regularly showered 

communities with donations, accumulating goodwill and favors. It had a deep stable of 

lobbyists. Richardson said he was amazed at how the utility could advance its legislative 

interests quickly, often without leaving fingerprints. 

Yet, he added, Georgia Power and its allies made solid cases that they needed new 

nuclear reactors. Coal was in decline; natural gas prices were still high in the mid-2000s; 

solar and wind weren't yet competitive. "And, you have to remember that in 2004, '05 

and '06, Georgia had exponential growth," he said. "We were on fire, and we didn't think 

we would have enough electricity for everyone moving here.'' 

Amid this legislative push, on April 9, 2008, a consortium led by Georgia Power made a 

deal with Westinghouse to build two new AP1000 reactors at Vogtle. 

The next month, SCANA and Santee Cooper made a similar deal for V.C. Summer near 

the small town of Jenkinsville. 

The race to build the new generation of nuclear reactors had begun. 

The insiders 

Constructing a plant to safely split atoms is a remarkably complex endeavor, one that 

requires extensive engineering know-how and documentation. So, in 2009, Georgia's 

Public Service Commission set aside $600,000 a year to hire expert construction 

monitors. Georgia Power agreed to foot the bill. The commission then hired William 

Jacobs to lead the monitoring team. 

Jacobs had a lengthy resume: He graduated from Georgia Tech with a Ph.D. in nuclear 

engineering. He worked for a Florida engineering company and on nuclear projects in 

Korea. In 1979, he landed a job with Westinghouse and managed nuclear plants in the 
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Philippines and Yugoslavia. In the late 1980s, he became a sought-after consultant, 

offering testimony about nuclear issues in at least 10 states, including South Carolina. 

South Carolina regulators tried to hire Jacobs to monitor the V.C. Summer project but 

lost out to Georgia, said Nanette Edwards, deputy executive director of South Carolina's 

Office of Regulatory Staff. 

On the surface, Georgia's monitoring plan had potential conflicts of interest, given that 

Georgia Power was effectively paying the monitoring team's expenses and Jacobs' past 

employment with Westinghouse. But Jacobs knew that a nuclear renaissance wouldn't 

happen unless Westinghouse built Vogtle on time and on budget. 

So, as construction picked up in 2012, Jacobs and his team aggressively identified 

roadblocks - ones that would haunt both the Georgia and South Carolina projects in 

the coming years. In public hearings that year, Jacobs warned that Westinghouse had no 

firm schedule that integrated the many tasks needed to complete the reactors. Instead, 

Westinghouse managed the project with a "six-month lookahead schedule." 

It was a stunning revelation; the absence of a firm schedule was particularly critical given 

the project's modular construction. Delays in one module could ripple through the 

entire project. And Jacobs highlighted major quality-control problems at off-site 

factories. He cited safety problems in Louisiana uncovered by the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission. Welders and workers there didn't have the expertise to build nuclear 

components, much less document what they were doing. He testified that basic 

paperwork lacked signatures and contained illegible notes. Documentation was in such 

disarray that sorting it out would take longer than building a module from scratch. 

Work at the Vogtle site itself also wasn't going well; early concrete pours weren't done 

properly, he told commissioners. Workers had to redo rebar because it wasn't done to 

code. During a 2012 hearing. he said that Westinghouse's performance was 

unsatisfactory - so bad that he urged Georgia regulators to consider a surprising 

scenario: the project, though barely off the ground, already could be as much as four 

years behind schedule. 

Different state, different monitor 

In 2011, South Carolina's Office of Regulatory Staff also hired a construction monitor, 

another nuclear industry insider named Gary Jones. 

Like Jacobs, Jones had an impressive resume. A senior vice president and owner of 

Sargent & Lundy, a large Chicago construction consulting company, he worked on 
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nuclear projects in China and Korea and several in the United States. 

Unlike Jacobs, Jones painted a much rosier portrait when he testified about the project's 

status in 2012. 

He told the S.C. Public Service Commission that V.C. Summer project hadn't produced 

a detailed project schedule, but that he expected one soon. 

At the time, SCANA wanted to push the completion date seven months forward. 

Jones warned commissioners this timetable was "aggressive and ambitious" and noted 

problems with module fabrication and quality control issues. But he concluded with a 

recommendation that regulators accept South Carolina Electric & Gas's aggressive new 

completion schedule - and that the state approve SCE&G's request to increase the cost 

of the project by $131 million. 

He wouldn't testify publicly for another four years. 

Both projects fall behind 

By 2016, Jacobs and his colleagues had a long history of identifying and making public 

major problems at the Vogtle site. 

Time and again, he and his colleagues found that Westinghouse consistently failed to 

produce a detailed construction schedule, depending instead on short-term "look

aheads." 

Over and over he brought up that Westinghouse had yet to finalize engineering 

drawings. He told Georgia commissioners about his visit to Westinghouse's AP1000 

reactor project in China. His biggest impression from that trip was how far workers at 

Vogtle had to go. 

He testified roughly every six months. Information about his findings was posted on the 

Georgia Public Service Commission website, as well as the questions his team posed to 

Georgia Power. These public hearings also gave the projecfs opponents chances to 

cross examine Georgia Power officials. Armed with Jacobs' findings, a lawyer for the 

Southern Alliance for Clean Energy grilled a Georgia Power official earlier this year about 

the project's slow pace. 

The official acknowledged that a consultant had examined productivity and found 

workers spent more time doing "non-work-related activities" than actual work. Progress 

was so slow that between April 2016 and April 2017, the Vogtle project fell behind 325 

days, or "almost a day-for-day slippage," the Southern Alliance for Clean Energy noted in 
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a court filing. 

Vogtle's twin in South Carolina had similar productivity issues and delays. But the V.C. 

Summer project's problems were often papered over by SCANA and Santee Cooper 

officials. On Sept. 21, 2016, SCANA and Santee Cooper held a "media day" at the plant 

where executives assured reporters that the project had faced some challenges but was 

on track. 

"People ask, 'If you could do it again, would you make the same decision?"' SCANA Chief 

Executive Officer Kevin Marsh told reporters. "Absolutely, I would make the same 

decision. I feel as strongly today - probably even stronger today than I did back in 2008 

- that this is the solution for us, for a clean energy future." 

Behind closed doors, however, SCANA and Santee Cooper officials had received a 

scathing report from a consultant, Bechtel, a large civil engineering company. Kept 

secret from investors and the public, the Bechtel audit highlighted many problems that 

Jacobs and his team in Georgia had talked about publicly for years. 

'Significant progress' 

South Carolina's Office of Regulatory Staff has paid Jones, its construction monitor, an 

average of $122,000 a year since 2012 to keep track of work atV.C. Summer. But Jones 

reportedly didn't learn about the Bechtel report until this summer when it was 

referenced during a Senate hearing and posted on The Post and Courier's website, said 

Edwards of the Office of Regulatory Staff. 

Jones had visited the V.C. Summer site monthly since 2011 and provided the Office of 

Regulatory Staff regular reports, ORS officials told The Post and Courier. But he testified 

publicly just twice, once in 2012 and again in 2016. 

"We feel very good about his testimony in 2016," Edwards said. 

Jones' 2016 testimony wasn't as rosy as his comments four years before, but it still 

lacked the detail and sense of urgency of Jacobs' work in Georgia. Jones testified about 

the project's "significant progress," especially now that Westinghouse had brought in 

Fluor, an experienced construction company, to sort out the project's longstanding 

problems. But he added that he was skeptical about Westinghouse's ability to complete 

the project on time. 

"Well, I'll be perfectly candid," Jones told state regulators in 2016. "I don't think that the 

project is going to hit their specific completion dates." 
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Jones did not respond directly to recent requests for comment, but in an email through 

the Office of Regulatory Staff, he said Westinghouse had a schedule that changed often 

because of delays. He said that SCE&G and Westinghouse couldn't agree on a long-term 

labor and construction schedule in 2013, and that "the project was managed on the 

basis of detailed three-month look-ahead schedules" after that. As the months passed, 

ORS never gained access to a long-term schedule, he said. 

By early March, the problems with South Carolina's project couldn't be hidden anymore. 

At a meeting in New York, Westinghouse officials told SCANA and Santee Cooper that it 

still didn't have a detailed construction schedule. 

Lonnie Carter, Santee Cooper's CEO, later wrote a letter calling the news "devastating." 

Devastating perhaps, but given Jacobs' public testimony about Vogtle's schedule issues, 

it shouldn't have been surprising. 

Spreading the pain 

Stan Wise, chairman of Georgia Public Service Commission, watched with interest as 

SCANA and Santee Cooper wrestled with their decision to shut down the V.C. 

Summer project. SCANA and Santee Cooper and their ratepayers had sunk $9 billion 

into the South Carolina project, more than the state's annual budget. Westinghouse had 

bought more than 90 percent of the supplies for the plant but was less than a third of 

the way through actual construction. Estimates about the final price tag topped $25 

billion. 

When SCANA and Santee Cooper finally pulled the plug July 31, Wise said to himself: 

"We're the last one standing." 

Georgia Power's consortium and Georgia regulators also had a decision to make. As with 

V.C. Summer, only about 30 percent ofVogtle had been built. 

"There was some real gnashing of teeth in Georgia to go or not go," Wise said. But in the 

end, the Georgia consortium replaced Westinghouse with Bechtel as its primary 

contractor and pressed on. 

While the Vogtle and V.C. Summer projects were virtually identical, Wise said the utilities 

behind the projects were notably different, which partly explains why Georgia Power 

moved forward. 

The Georgia nuclear consortium received more money from Toshiba to settle 

construction problems. Georgia also had loan guarantees from the federal government 
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the Nieman, Scripps, Loeb and National Press foundations and is a three-time finalist for the Pulitzer
Prize. Reach him at 843-937-5554 and @tbartelme
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Mr. Echols is a member of Georgia’s Public Service Commission.

Appeared in the August 18, 2017, print edition.
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Contact: Tim Echols 
Phone: 404-463-0214 
www.psc.state.ga.us 

Georgia Public Service 
Commission 

244 Washington St S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30334                                                                  
Phone: 404-656-4501 
Toll free:1- 800-282-5813 
Fax: 404-656-2341 

For Immediate Release         10-17 
NEWS RELEASE 

FROM THE OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER TIM ECHOLS  

 

Commissioner Tim Echols Calls for Continued Construction of Plant Vogtle Nuclear Units 

in Wall Street Journal Op-Ed 

  
August 18, 2017 – Atlanta, Georgia – Commissioner Tim Echols, Vice-Chair of the Georgia 
Public Service Commission, in an opinion column in today’s edition of the Wall Street Journal, 
calls for the continued construction of the new nuclear power units now underway at Georgia 
Power’s Plant Vogtle near Waynesboro, Georgia. Commissioner Echols notes that the future of 
U.S. leadership in nuclear technology is at stake, as well as keeping our energy sources 
diversified. The partial text of the column is printed below. 
 

Georgia Stands Alone 

By Tim Echols 

 
“Georgia’s decision to continue building two new nuclear reactors—the only commercial ones 
now in development in the U.S.—means my state stands alone. Vermont’s Yankee nuclear plant 
went offline in 2014, and Massachusetts’ Pilgrim Station is scheduled to close in 2019. The 
company behind two half-finished reactors in South Carolina began publicly considering last 
month whether to abandon the project. 
 
Georgia has been down this road before. The first two nuclear reactors at the Vogtle Electric 
Generating Plant near Augusta were completed in 1987 and 1989, in the aftermath of the 1979 
Three Mile Island accident. What was supposed to be a $1 billion project turned into $8 billion to 
finish.Still, it was a great deal for ratepayers in the end, delivering low-cost power for decades.  
 
Today, finishing the Vogtle plant’s two new Westinghouse AP1000 reactors is the right call—for 
their owners, including Southern Co., as well as for Georgia and the U.S. There are four reasons: 
Diversifying the energy supply makes sense, because no one knows what the future holds. The 
U.S. could institute a carbon tax, as President Obama envisioned, or even regulate frackers out of 
a job. No matter what happens, nuclear reactors will ensure Georgia’s electric rates stay 
competitive.” 
 
Due to copyright restrictions, we are unable to reprint the full column. Please refer to the August 
18, 2017 edition of the Wall Street Journal.  
 



Echols was re-elected to his statewide post in 2016 and serves until 2022.  His complete 
biography and photo are found on the Commission web site at 
http://www.psc.state.ga.us/content.aspx?c=/commissioners/tim-echols/?tab=2 
 
For additional information and interviews contact:  
 Commissioner Tim Echols  
            @timechols 

 Cell 706-340-0773 
 Room 232 
 244 Washington St SW 
Atlanta, GA 30334 
Office 404-656-4515 
 

BACKGROUND 

 

Plant Vogtle is a nuclear power electric generating plant near Waynesboro, Georgia. When fully 
operational, Units Three and Four now under construction will produce 2,200 Megawatts of 
electricity, enough to power about 500,000 homes. Plant Vogtle Units One and Two have been in 
commercial operation since 1987 and 1989 respectively. 
 
The Commission certified Georgia Power’s share of the construction cost of Plant Vogtle Units 
Three and Four on March 17, 2009 at $6.114 billion. Georgia Power owns 45.7 per cent of Plant 
Vogtle with its partners, Oglethorpe Power Corporation, Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia 
and the City of Dalton Utilities, who own the remaining 44.3 per cent.  
 
The Georgia Public Service Commission is a five-member constitutional agency that exercises 
its authority and influence to ensure that consumers receive safe, reliable, and reasonably-priced 
electric, natural gas and telecommunications service from financially viable and technically 
competent companies. For more information on the Commission visit our web site at 
www.psc.state.ga.us.  

### 
 

http://www.psc.state.ga.us/content.aspx?c=/commissioners/tim-echols/?tab=2
http://www.psc.state.ga.us/
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From: Greene, Kevin C. <kevin.greene@troutmansanders.com>
Sent: Friday, December 01, 2017 6:27 PM
To: Tom Bond
Subject: RE: VCM 17  Settlement Proposal GPC 11_28 Counter.DOCX

Tom, 

I appreciate our conversations attempting to settle this matter on the basis of reasonableness and fairness.  I 
believe our impasse is the result of our fundamental disagreement as to what constitutes a fair outcome.  I 
understand that you may believe that a substantial portion of the additional cost set out in our revised forecast 
should be disallowed and not recovered from customers.  Additionally, Staff’s negotiation position assumes the 
impacts of the SIR Stipulation are “a given” and are not a cost of the delay.  

The SIR Stipulation will produce over $1.5 billion in current customer benefits and will negatively impact the 
Company’s earnings by $535 million.   We continue to believe that this already provides reasonable basis for 
going forward.  But, I understand that you have a different view of what is reasonable.  So we offered to 
increase the customer savings and increase the shareholder contributions in an attempt to reach a 
compromise with you. We could not reach an agreement. 

Our view, of course, is that the additional costs are not unreasonable, nor imprudent – although we understand 
the question of prudence will be decided later. Regardless of the outcome of this proceeding we continue to 
bear the risk of a future disallowance if we act imprudently.   

Our view of the SIR Stipulation is more consistent with the terms of the agreement. We traded the prudence 
and reasonableness findings on the underlying $5.68 billion for the estimated $115 million in shareholder 
contributions and $325 million in customer benefit.  That would have been the impact on the Company and 
benefit to customers established by the SIR Stipulation if the project had not been delayed and had not seen 
higher cost.  We also agreed to a separate set of shareholder contributions if the cost went up or the schedule 
went long. The additional $420 million in shareholder contributions and $1.175 million in customer benefits 
have only come about because the project went beyond 2020 or above $5.68 billion.  We cannot agree that 
any part of that $420 million was paid to compensate for treatment of any part of the underlying $5.68 billion or 
the 2020 schedule. 

Given our differing views of reasonableness, we believe that this question should be decided by the 
Commissioners in this matter.  In the end, they are the only ones whose view of reasonableness really 
matters.  If they agree with our position we will have a basis to go forward with the project.  If they agree with 
your position that the project is uneconomic without substantial disallowances, we think the project should be 
abandoned, and we believe the other owners would agree. But in either outcome, we believe the decision on 
the issue of reasonableness and the future of this project should be decided by the Commissioners.   

Kevin C. Greene
troutman sanders 
Direct: 404.885.3146 | Mobile: 404.556.2783 
kevin.greene@troutman.com 

□ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · □ - 

From: Tom Bond [mailto:TomB@psc.state.ga.us]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 29, 2017 2:59 PM 
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To: Greene, Kevin C. <kevin.greene@troutmansanders.com> 
Subject: RE: VCM 17 Settlement Proposal GPC 11_28 Counter.DOCX 
 
As I mentioned this morning, one of the fundamental disconnects between our two offers is whether the Company gets 
“credit” in this Stipulation for the reductions it already agreed to in the SIR Stipulation. Staff’s position is ‘no’. In the SIR, 
Staff made concessions (such as the issue of prudency on the first $3.5B and putting the burden of proof on Staff up to 
$5.6B) in order to get those provisions. Accordingly, Staff’s negotiation position assumes the impacts of the SIR 
Stipulation are a given.  Staff is willing to stipulate the issue of reasonableness, but only if the Company is willing to 
provide in this proceeding meaningful benefits for its ratepayers in return. 
 
In essence, the Company’s current offer is to trade a $41.5 million reduction in ROE for decoupling Units 3 and 4 and a 
finding that an additional $1.5B in capital costs are reasonable costs to assign to ratepayers as opposed to stockholders. 
Staff believes that offer is far too low given the facts in this case.  Staff is, however, willing to move from its earlier 
offer.  I’d suggest we can resolve this issue by setting the NCCR ROE to 5% starting 1/1/2018 and leaving the units 
coupled.  Ratepayers would still effectively be bearing more than 2/3rds of the new capital cost and a 5% ROE would 
give the Company at least a little wiggle room if there are additional delays. 
 
 
 

From: Greene, Kevin C. [mailto:kevin.greene@troutmansanders.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2017 5:56 PM 
To: Tom Bond 
Subject: VCM 17 Settlement Proposal GPC 11_28 Counter.DOCX 
 
Tom, 

 
Here is our revised proposal.  I appreciate our candid conversation this morning and don’t feel like a lot of 
narrative and positioning is necessary, or even helpful, at this point.  I think we both understand each other’s 
positions well enough.   

 
This draft adopts many of the changes you proposed in your last draft with several significant exceptions. 

 
In paragraphs 3 and 6, I have referenced the approved cost as “net of the monetized Toshiba Parent 
Guarantee.”  This recognizes that we will have the monetization agreement in place and thus allows us to 
reduce our revised forecast from approximately $8.9 billion to $7.2 billion.  That also allows us to make 
paragraph 10 less conditional.  I will note that we expect to monetize the parent guarantee at par (100% of face
value). I know there has been some question as to why it took us so long after SCANA monetized their 
guarantee – we think the result of a 100% payment justifies the additional time to negotiate that agreement.  It 
is also important to note that the extra 7% over SCANA’s 93% has allowed an additional $120 million to be 
applied to reduce CWIP rate base, and thus further benefit customers and further reduce the Company’ 
earnings. 

  
In paragraph 7, I have reduced our NCCR ROE to 9.75% (25 basis points from 10%) beginning January 1, 
2020, and further reduce our NCCR ROE to 6.00% (100 basis points from 7%) beginning January 1, 2021.  

  
I struck all references to going below the LTD cost to avoid an implied disallowance, and thus have limited the 
ROE reductions to the NCCR since AFUDC is already at LTD cost when these become effective. 

  
I have begun the ROE reductions in 2020. 

  
I began the 10bps “late” ratchets at +23 months to create additional value but also to provide an incentive to 
finish on that schedule. 

  
I kept in decoupling as we still see that as a fair net earnings trade for the monetized PG. 
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In addition to the $1.34 billion in customer benefits already in place ($750 million of which is permanent and 
$590 million of which is deferred over 60 or 80 years years), and the $460 million that this delay is already 
costing the Company under the SIR Stipulation, we project our current proposal will reduce the Company’s 
earnings by an additional $ 41.7 million.  We calculate that as follows: 

Reduction in NCCR ROE:   $(37.1) 
Reduction in NCCR ROE for schedule +23 - +29 months:  $(4.4) 
Monetization (financing costs): ($49.7) 
Monetization (ITC impact): ($29) 
Decoupling: $78.5 
Net: $(41.7) 

I tried to maintain the track changes, so this gets a little messy to follow in that format - you may want to turn 
that off for a full read after you see the changes I proposed.  

Please give me a call in the morning after you have reviewed this so we can discuss this further. 

Kevin 

Kevin C. Greene
Direct: 404.885.3146 | Mobile: 404.556.2783 
kevin.greene@troutman.com 
──────────── 
troutman sanders 
600 Peachtree Street, NE, Suite 5200* 
Atlanta, GA 30308 
troutman.com  

*Effective March 1, 2018, suite number will change to 3000
 □ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · □

This e‐mail message (and any attachments) from Troutman Sanders LLP may contain legally privileged and confidential 
information solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you received this message in error, please delete the message 
and notify the sender. Any unauthorized reading, distribution, copying, or other use of this message (and attachments) is 
strictly prohibited. 

This e‐mail message (and any attachments) from Troutman Sanders LLP may contain legally privileged and confidential 
information solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you received this message in error, please delete the message 
and notify the sender. Any unauthorized reading, distribution, copying, or other use of this message (and attachments) is 
strictly prohibited. 
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From the Atlanta Business Chronicle: 
https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2017/12/21/viewpoint-georgia-is-pressing-forward-with· 
nuclear.html 

Viewpoint: Georgia is pressing forward with 
nuclear energy., Plant Vogtle expansion 
Dec 21, 2017, 10:26am EST 

As two of Georgia's elected Public Service Commissioners that 
regulate utllltles In Georgia, we often have to explain to people 
exactly what we do and the positions we take on difficult issues that 
come before us from time to time. 

Every six years you see our name on your statewide ballot and count 
on us to make sure Georgia's gas, electricity and phone systems are 
state-of-the-art, reliable and reasonably priced. Ultimately, our job 
and role is about building infrastructure that ensures reliability and 
low cost of service over the long term. Here is why our decision on 
the Plant Vogtle nuclear project expansion mattered. 

An aerial vi-of the Vogtla 3 and 4 construction 
lite. 

Plant Vogtle is Georgia's premiere nuclear site on the Savannah River just south of Augusta. Together, the 
two existing Vogtle units produce annually nearly 17 million megawatt-hours of beseload, around the 
clock, electricity. The units came on-line in 1987and1989 amidst cost overruns and controversy, but now 
serve the state's energy consumers with carbon-free electricity at ultra-low prices. And here we are again 
- with the plant's third and fourth units running behind schedule and set to cost substantially more than 
we anticipated and Georgia Power forecasted. But hindsight is not only 20-20 - it is helpful to us as 
commissioners as we weighed the pros and cons of finishing what is possibly the largest construction 
project in the country. 

Let's start with low rates. Affordable electricity and a reliable grid are what companies looking to locate 
new facilities or relocate to a new state often look for. As commissioners, we froze Georgia Power's base 
rates in 2013 and they will remain frozen until Georgia Power's next rate case in 2019. Those Vogtle 
reactors built in the 80's now provide some of the cheapest power in the state. Based on a consulting 
study by the Brattle Group, a single nuclear plant produces about $450 million annually in sales of goods 
and services In the local community. Moreover, the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics show the median 
nuclear plant operator earns an average annual wage of $91,170, so the 800 permanent jobs created by 
these new reactors will go a long way to boost the Georgia economy too. So too are the 6000 
construction jobs now on site at the plant. Ceasing construction on the new units would have been like 
pulling $115 million in annual payroll from the regional economy. 



Viewpoint: Georgia is pressing forward with nuclear energy, Plant Vogtle... https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2017/12/21/viewpoint-georgia-...
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In lieu of building this project, we could consider shorter-term options such as "leasing" a gas plant or 
out-of-state wind turbines. But having Georgia-grown nuclear power that can last 80 years provides 

reliable baseload electricity over the longer term despite the higher upfront costs. Georgia Power also 
looked at renewable energy. In this case, the total cost to replace Vogtle capacity with solar PV coupled 
with battery storage is roughly $25 billion, accounting for a 60-year asset life. That's $7 billion for 4,000 

megawatts of solar panels, and another $18 billion for 3000 megawatts of lithium ion batteries. And 
these estimates don't include the cost of the 30,000 acres of land needed. 

Fast forward to our in box this week. Subject lines of "Uneconomic," "Cancel Vogtle," and "Punish the 
power company" came in faster than we could respond. And we most certainly understand the 
frustration from our ratepayers. For this very reason, we voted this week to put in place risk-sharing 
mechanisms to save consumers money - especially if the project runs later than expected. Even as we 

approved a new higher cost and schedule for the beleaguered project, we have imposed penalties on 
Georgia Power reducing their overall revenue collection from current ratepayers by over $1.7 billion. And 
at the end of the project, we are prepared to disallow every single penny of imprudent expenditures -

including schedule delays because of such. 

One thing was clear to most who know us. We wanted to finish this new nuclear plant - the only one of 

its kind in North America. We believe that nuclear energy makes sense in a day when baseload coal plants 
are disappearing due to early retirements and increased regulations. We also know that the United States 
must maintain nuclear superiority in an age when Russia and China are building dozens of reactors and 

exporting their technology. Georgia consumers benefit from the affordable and reliable energy made 
available from the diverse fuel mix we have throughout our state. 

Let's be honest. It was the bankruptcy of Westinghouse, the prime Vogtle project contractor and reactor 
designer, that has put us in the pickle we are in. All the protections we had built into their contract were 
made null and void by their self-serving action to walk away from their contract with Georgia Power. 
However, it is important to note that Toshiba, Westinghouse's parent company, has paid a significant 

penalty for Westinghouse's failure - $3.68 billion or 40 percent of the original contract price. This 
payment will reduce the cost of the project and that benefits customers. That payment made a difficult 

vote a little better. 

We have appreciated the feedback from many in the communities we represent urging us to complete 
this important project. Doing so will help Georgia continue to be the best place to do business in 

America. 
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